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Plastic Interior Mirrors

Door Mirrors - pre ‘80s

Door Mirrors - ‘80s on

Mk1/2 Washer Jets

All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.

  
Prices are correct at time of going to press, but are subject to change without notice. E&O.E.    e-mail:- sales@minispares.com       www.minispares.com     Export Tel: (+44) 1707 607702

Lightweight Large 
Impeller Water Pump 
-  with Three Year Guarantee
GWP134EVO, GWP187EVO & GWP188EVO £18.90
5 port alloy head - Road C-AHT347 . . Coming Soon
8 port head - original spec. . . . . . . . . from £1947.89
8 port head  - larger valve - race . . . . . . . £2340.00

We stock all standard and performance parts
1380cc built up 1/2 engine by Bill Richards . . £1130.95
Mega pistons 20/40/60 and 73.5 . . . . . . . . £236.69
73.5 EVO pistons 9cc dish C-STR311 . . . . . . . £194.40
Camshaft EVOLUTION001 . . . . . . exchange £68.40
Ultimate performance cam follower set C-AEG580 £31.20
Oil pumps . . from £15.83 to CNC race type £101.26
Forged 1.5 rocker set C-AHT436. . . . . . . . . £133.33
Alloy 1.5 hi-lift rocker set C-AHT446A. . . . . £198.00
Duplex timing kit C-AJJ3323 . . . . . . . . . . . . £27.20
21A1902 genuine engine mount . . . . . . . . . . . £8.34
21A1902MS non-genuine mounting . . . . . . . . £3.00
21A1902ST threaded mounting. . . . . . . . . . . . £3.78
Evo minimum stretch timing chains available

Comprehensive range of 
road/rally/race gearbox parts 
including 5 speed gearbox and 
Evolution diffs. Only RHP and 
top quality bearings stocked. 
No cheap imports that fall apart!
Original market leading Evo crosspin diff 
Over 3,000 sold since 1994 .C-AJJ3385  . .£163.39
Competition baulk ring C-22A1741  . . . . . . . .£23.99
Hi-tech oil pick up pipe C-AHT54  . . . . . . . . .£27.00

Gearboxes & Diffs

AP clutch road/race plus flywheel
Flywheel puller for all types CE1 . . . . . . . . . . £22.86
3 piece AP clutch assembly pre Verto GCK100AF . . . . £48.60
3 piece Verto clutch pre-inj 180mm plate GCK151MS £116.42
3 piece Verto clutch inj 190mm plate GCK152MS . . £116.99
3 piece turbo kit  GCK371AF . . . . . . . . . . . £108.00
Verto 20% upgrade pressure, fits all C-AEG485 £64.15
Standard diaphragm GCC103 . . . . . . . . . . . £26.10
Orange diaphragm  C-AEG481 . . . . . . . . . . . £34.84
Standard clutch plate  GCP204 . . . . . . . . . . £32.18
Fast road/rally C-AHT595 180mm . . . . . . . . £63.28
AP Racing fast road/rally clutch plate 180mm £118.37
Race clutch plate  C-AHT596 . . . . . . . . . . . . £89.10
Clutch lever arm pre Verto 22A2204MS . . . . £12.30
Clutch lever arm Verto DAM5355 . . . . . . . . . £18.28
Master cylinder GMC1008 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.50

WHITE

£30.30

Each

£4.20

As fitted from 1964 on
Grey 24A1750 £29.40
White24A2110 £30.30

Original pre ‘80s door mirrors. 
Flat glass, stainless steel head
Right hand - GAM215A £17.16 each 
Left hand - GAM216A £17.16 each
Also fits later cars using 
M90999 fitting kit £3.00

Original white backed type as 
fitted to post 1994 Minis. 
Pair £36.00 Order as GS25320
Black also available. Order as GS25319. Pair £30.62
All mirrors available separately

£17.16

GREY

£29.40

PAIR

£36.00

£84.00

Geometry Kits
Complete kit with adjustable tie 
bars and adjustable lower arms. 
With correct performance bushes. 
Order as MSSK3008 £84.00 full kit

Package
Price

Forget all the poly and uprated bushes when different lower
arms or tie bars are fitted. What you need is an offset rubber bush
to compensate with the extra distortion caused when correcting
the geometry on Minis.
Car set of lower arm bushes. . . . £12.26   
Part No C-STR632

Mini Spares are the main
sponsors of Mighty Mini,  Mini
Miglia and Mini Seven Racing

Most of the participants in these race series use our
parts!  Parts which they can trust and they find
superior to those of our competitors - surely that says
it all?  If you’re building to win, shop at Mini Spares!  

Suspension 
Cone
The only 
genuine 
cone springs on the market 
made from original Rover tooling. 
Order as FAM3968

Suspension

Steering & Bearings

New steering racks - L/H or R/H drive  
FAM7306/7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £59.23

MPi Sportspack type race . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £71.94
Quick rack  L/H or R/H  C-AJJ1570/1 . . . . . . £78.00
Genuine track rod end GSJ1106 . . . . . . . . . . £11.42
Non genuine GSJ734MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £4.80
Swivel pin kit genuine GSJ166 . . . . . . . . . . . £19.30
or our own which we recommend for any use. . .

Mini Spares swivel pin kit  GSJ166MS . . . . . . £7.56
Timken front wheel bearings GHK1140 . . . . . £50.60
Tried and tested non genuine front wheel bearings -
with sales of nearly 5,000 per year and no break-
ages - GHK1140MS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £13.80
Rear Timken GHK1805 modified - late cars . . £32.40
Non genuine rear bearing GHK1548MS  . . . . £14.39

Body, Mechanical & TrimCATALOGUE
The 6th edition of 
our AKM2 catalogue. Completely re-written to include all models from 1959-2000.

Now 219 fully 
illustrated pages.
If you've got a Mini 

you need an AKM2 which has received rave reviews.

£7.50

CV Joints

1275 and 1984 on - stamped GCV1013 . . . . £30.60
Early small 1.125" nut type pre 1984 GCV1105 . £30.60
Correct fitting inboard type GCV1102 . . . . . . £36.00

We will not sell the cheap, inferior CV
joints so readily available elsewhere.

We ONLY sell DEPENDABLE components

Gaskets

Engines

Cooper S Distributor

Reproduction of the 40819 cooper S 23D
distributor but with more advance for economy
and performance similar to MK3 S curves. 
Fitted with quickfit points and uprated rotor arm
12G2140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £45.90

As above electric NEG EARTH only 12G2140MS £70.20
998   45/59D distributors . . . . . . . . . . . from £41.94
1275 45/59D distributors . . . . . . . . . . . from £45.90
Electronic type less points . . . . . . . . . . from £56.65
Whole new distributor cheaper than conversion kits!
All the best quality distributors and 
parts stocked for road and race

Gearbox gasket set AJM804B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £9.47
Copper head gasket set - 998cc AJM1250 . . . . £12.84
Copper std 998cc head set AJM1250MS . . . . £9.30
Copper head gasket set - 1275cc AJM1140MS £13.40
Minispares 1275 copper head gasket GEG300 . £15.54
1275 with BK450 Head gasket set . . . . . . . . . . . £17.10
Engine block set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £11.65
Turbo Comp. Head Gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £79.20
Cometic Head Gasket C-AHT189 . . . . . . . . . . . . £96.22
Large bore manifold gasket C-AHT381 . . . . . . . £2.58
Silicon rocker cover gasket GUG705009EVO . . . . £9.60

Visit the official
MiniSpares.com

website for
pictures,

downloads,
catalogues,

current prices &
special deals

Check out our 
updated website

See website for
up to date prices

Made to Rover Parts Sales’ final 
specification. Part No. GWW807

Mini Spares - NORTH

Mini Spares - MIDLANDS

Sales Showroom & Mail Order

HEAD OFFICE (London - A1M/M25)
Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar, Herts. 
EN6 3JN (Close to A1M & M25)

Tel: 01707 607700 (UK)
Tel: (+44)1707 607702 (Export)
Fax: 01707 656 786
Email: sales@minispares.com

Visit our branches...

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York Y026 6QU
Telephone: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Original UNIPART 

Swivel Pin Repair Kit

part number GSJ166 

• Want the 
GENUINE part?

Choose Genuine or Quality 
Alternative Parts

Want a cheaperalternative?
Mini Spares approved part number
GSJ166MS £7.56

Clearly identified MINI
SPARES part number

or

£23.04

From brand new forgings, 
nitrided EN40B crank with large counter balanced webs
and bored holes for the big ends which reduces the re-
ciprocating weight of the crankshaft and does not ne-
cessitate drilling through the counterbalance webs.
Forgings are known to be stronger than billets as the
grain pattern follows the shape of the webs and bearings
whereas the billet type is machined across the grain.

For 1275cc blocks and made in 81.3mm and 86mm
stroke. . . . . . . . . . .£1638.72

Forged Cranks

New!

Supporting the Mini
owner since 1975

• Cheaper Price• Same Quality

Christmas/New Year Hours
Thursday 24th December . . . . . . . 9am – Noon
Friday 25th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Saturday 26th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Sunday 27th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Monday 28th December . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Tuesday 29th December . . . . . 9am –  5.30pm
Wednesday 30th December . . . . . 9am –  5.30pm
Thursday 31st December . . . . . 9am –  5.30pm
Friday 1st January . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Saturday 2nd January . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Sunday 3rd January . . . . . . . . . . . . CLOSED
Monday 4th January . . . . . . . 9am – 5.30pm

£40.69

Our own stainless steel bumper - fits BETTER
than Rover original! Part No.DPB10166
(Wrap around ends). . . . . . . . . . . . . £55.20

Bumper and Brightwork

£55.20All Mini Spares chrome and 
brightwork items are top 
quality and made to fit correctly.

Exhausts
Owners and stockists of RC40 systems. 
• Flowbench tested and using proven optimum size
1.75”(1.625”) internal tubing for maximum efficiency
and performance.
• Even our mild steel versions have stainless steel
tailpipes and inner baffle box pipes. Most 
competitors don’t even have these 
stainless internals in their 
‘stainless steel’ silencers!

RC40 classic twin box system & d/pipe . . . . £68.44
Single box system from cat back . . . . . . . . . £64.27
Single box system for van/estate . . . . . . . . . £71.26
Twin box system  from cat back  . . . . . . . . . £70.20

RC40 Range

Non-genuine s/steel DPB10165MS . . . . . . . £33.60
Non-genuine chrome 14A6779MS . . . . . . . . £24.00
S/steel Mk1 overider/corner bar kit MSSK025 . . . . £102.88
Inner/outer door moulding car set Mk4> MSSK2104 . £43.91

Minispares headlamp rings
Stainless steel 500929MS . . . . . . . £9.42
Chrome-on-brass 17H5143 . . . . £16.20
S/steel inner ring DHF100010SS . £10.00

Fluted deluxe chrome wheel arch trim GZF105A . . . . £15.60
Flat standard chrome wheel arch trim GZF107A . . . . . £7.80

NEW!

£18.90

www.minispares.com

Hook End Black Wiper Arms

State left or right hand drive
when ordering

Fits 1990 on

Each

£11.40

Clutches & Flywheels
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

November magazine – 1st October
December magazine – 1st November
January magazine – 1st December

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 
1st day of each month.  The production of 
a magazine starts a month before the due 
publishing date.  Please submit copy to the 
Editor only.  

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments.  

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide.  Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately.  Email to editor@minicooper.org  

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 
words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.

Contents

Recognised as a Single-Make Car Club by
The Royal Automobile Club Motor Sports 

Association Limited
Mini Cooper Register formed as a Club in 1986

Disclaimer
The opinions expressed in this publication are purely those of the contributors and should 
not be construed as the policies of either the club or committee. Whilst every care is taken 
to ensure the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted by the 
authors of Mini Cooper Register for loss, damage or injury caused by errors in, or omissions 
from the information given.

Printed by: The Lavenham Press, Arbons House, 47 Water Street, Lavenham, 
Suffolk, CO10 9RN   Tel : 01787 247 436

Contents copyright 
© Mini Cooper Register 2014   
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Cooper World is printed on well-managed FSC 
paper using vegetable-based inks. Printing plates 
are aluminium and are recycled, as are any surplus/
old inks while printing blankets are shredded and 
used for rubberised play areas and footpaths. The 
wrapping it comes in is degradable and will break 
down in the soil.
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Chairman 
Robert Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H)                                                                                                                                              
chairman@minicooper.org  

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter                                                                                                                                           
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, 
Hants, SO31 8FJ                                                                
02380 560073 (H)

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman                                                                                                                                          
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun, 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN                                                                                                                   
01302 883550 (H)                                                                                                   
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage                                                                                                                                           
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley 
Wood, Birmingham, B37 7NE                                                                          
0121 680 1814 (H)                                                                                                                    
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register                                                                                          
Robert Young - See Chairman

Appendix K Register                                                                                                                              
Russell Earnshaw                                                                                                                                         
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill, 
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899                                                                                                         
russell.earnshaw@adp-architects.com 

Cooper S MK I Register                                                                                                                           
Simon Wheatcroft                                                                                                                                     
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR  01827 830539                                                                                                               
mk3sregistrar@hotmail.com 

Cooper MK I Register                                                                                                                             
Barbara Alexander                                                                                                                             
Hollam Farm Cottage,   
76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL                                                                                                                                              
01329 841225                                                                                               
barbaraalexander945@btinternet.com 

Cooper S MK II Register                                                                                                                                         
Nick Hunter                                                                                                                                           
01785 813693                                                                                                     
nickandlynne.hunter@talktalk.net 

Cooper MK II Register                                                                                                                           
Graham E Robinson                                                                                                                                        
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering,  
Essex, SS3 0HW                                                                       
01702 219298                                                                                        
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 

Cooper S MK III Register                                                                                                                        
Simon Wheatcroft                                                                                                                                 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar

Rover Cooper Register                                                                                                                      
John Parnell                                                                                                                                          
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, 
London N21 1JE  020 8886 8226                                                                                                       
rovercooper@minicooper.org 

Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register                                                                                         
Steve Burkinshaw                                                                                                                                       
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD                                                                                               
01923 855971                                                                                                                     
stevebee49@live.co.uk 

Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register                                                                                                      
David Davies                                                                                                                                           
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF                                                                                            
01244 332282                                                                                                                 
daviddavies15@sky.com 

Innocenti Cooper Register                                                                                                                  
Foster Charlton                                                                                                                                         
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne 
and Wear, NE28 7QU  0191 2639019                                                                                                           
gingerfoss@hotmail.com 

Mini Super Register                                                                                                                                   
Garry Dickens                                                                                                                                        
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset, 
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)    
dickens.garry@gmail.com  

1275GT Register                                                                                                                                         
Alan Clark                                                                                                                                          
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE                                                                                
0118 9423778                                                                                                       
1275gt@minicooper.org  

New MINI Cooper Register                                                                                                               
David Young                                                                                                                                          
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, 
TN32 5QW  01580 830000                                                                                                       
newmini@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                     

Facebookwww.facebook.com/
minicooperregister

www.minicooper.org forum.minicooper.org 

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Website and Forum 
Position Vacant 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma                                                                                                                                        
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB                                                                      
0208 898 9476 (H)                                                                                                    
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration  
Sarah Monk                                                                                                                                 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House,   
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284                                                                                          
mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk 

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H)                                                                                                                                              
membership@minicooper.org  

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard                                                                                                                                          
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD                                                                                                                
01304 330715 (H)                                                                                                   
events@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                      

Competition Secretary 
Peter Moss                                                                                                                                             
The Dower House, Rogate, West Sussex, GU31 5EG
01730 818336 (H)                                                                                                   
competition@minicooper.org   

Club Shop 
Sally Salter                                                                                                                                           
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ   
02380 560073 (H)                                                                                                                                              
regalia@minicooper.org 

Regional Co-ordinator 
Patricia Webb         
45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, 
Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH                                                                                                                                     
07834 081697                                                                                                                                           
regions@minicooper.org 

Public Relations 
Paul Sulma                                                                                                                                        
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB                                                                      
0208 898 9476 (H)                                                                                                    
editor@minicooper.org                                                                                                                                           

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt                                                                                                                                          
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ
01923 816757                                                                                                                       
cars@minicooper.org                                                                                                                         

Non Designated Committee Members 
Ken Hunter 01344 772446 
Rod Chilcot 01707 650107

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist                                                                                                                                           
Robert Young - See Chairman

Heritage Liaison                                                                                                                                    
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary 

DVLA V765 Contact 
(Vehicle Registration Recovery)  
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476   
email - v765@minicooper.org 

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rauno Aaltonen
Peter Baldwin
Warwick Banks
Peter Browning
Willy Cave
Ron Crellin
Ginger Devlin
Paul Easter
Paddy Hopkirk
Bill Price
John Rhodes
Gordon Spice
Stuart Turner
Julien Vernaeve
Basil Wales 
Lady Watson (Christabel Carlisle)
Barrie Williams
Mike Wood



www.cherishedvehicleinsurance.co.uk
0333 003 8162 Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo RGB / .ai

Cherished Vehicle
Insurance

Classic Mini Insurance
                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
Classic Mini Insurance

for your pride & joy

Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.  They are also normally included in call allowances on mobiles.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance is a trading name of Canopius UK Specialty Limited who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registered in England No. 00743268, Registered Offi ce: 1st Floor, 1 Kings Court Business Park, Charles Hastings Way, Worcester, WR5 1JR  CVI 085 03/15

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Free DNA+ protection kit with each policy.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.

0512 CVI Cooperworld A4 Colour Advert.indd   1 12/03/2015   16:36
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT 
SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against a variety of claims.  The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.
The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that we are less aware of.  Our public liability insurance will, we hope, never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us.  

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence.  If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal claim by our insurance.  The club cannot pick up liability after the event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.
So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.
Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE 
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your 
membership card at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON – 10% off the vast 
majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK – various 
discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS – help if undergoing a 
major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES, WINCHCOMBE. 
GLOS – Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order 
from website. Discount to members on production of 
membership card. 01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com
formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS – 10% off most 
goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS – 10% off 
everything but will offer more depending on amount 
purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE – See advert inside front cover 
for contact details.  Discount available to Mini Cooper 
Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS – www.bjacoustic.
com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE - 10% discount and agreed 
value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, 
CHESHIRE – 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-
metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET – 15% off books, 
manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 
442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B, Cork, Ireland (MCR 
member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 www.
oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS 10% discount, supply and 
supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS 
- Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, 
Spain.  www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE - 0121 246 
8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., 
Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B.   10% discount, Jim 
Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE - Unit 2, Shipyard 
Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk    
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini 
specialist ex JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount 
to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH - 
Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts 
in CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk   
01473 807212

Back Copies of the 
Magazine
These are now available on line via the Website 

at a cost of £3.50 each plus p&p

Missing Magazines

Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive by the 

middle of the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not have email 

facilities) on 01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 

Contributions

IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 

by the 1st of the month for the 

following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 

contributions for the magazine sent 

by email, so if you do not receive 

an email back from me it almost 

certainly means I have not received 

it.  Please telephone me after a day 

or so to check if you do not hear 

from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer the 

membership - see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL
W elcome to the October issue of 

CooperWorld which I am editing 
in early September albeit it distinctly 
feels like an autumnal day as there is a 
definite chill in the air. A sure sign that 
the end of summer has finally come 
upon us sadly. 

This time of the year also marks 
the end of the busiest time for the 
outdoor show season and this is 
reflected in fewer events being put on 
by organisers in the inevitable wind-

down to the winter. Thus, in this particular issue of CooperWorld 
there are a number of articles covering what will now probably 
be some of the last of the most significant outdoor MCR events 
our club members will attend during the year. One of the articles 
I should like to refer you to is Graham Robinson’s article on 
Coopers at Castle Combe. Unbelievably, this event has now 
been staged for 29 years and I think Graham has been involved in 
organising it for most of that time! Do have a read of his account 
of this year’s event as it will give you an insight of what trials and 
tribulation putting on a track day you might have to go through. 
Talking of trials and tribulations, Dick Robinson’s Members’ article 
about the same event, but from a competitor’s perspective, is also 
an interesting read, particularly if you really fancy having a blast 
around a race track in your Mini at some point. Then finally I must 
mention Justin Ridyard’s article on the event he has organised 
for the last few years which has the unlikely name of the Ham 
Sandwich run! Do read Justin’s account of the run as it might 
inspire you to join in on next year, or on another similar run and 
enjoy your Mini as it should be enjoyed, by driving it on the road 
along with other similar minded people for fun!

If Minis in competition float your boat then we have no less 
then three articles covering three differing types of competition. 
David Young has covered another round of the ever popular 
MINI Challenge Championship and, as usual, has peppered his 
article with some great action shots of these cutting edge race 
cars. Niall Cook on the other hand was at the Croft Nostalgila 
Historic race meeting and managed to get some great shots of 
the action there. Then finally Cliff Porter went to see how the 
Mini contingetnt measured up to a variety of other makes of 
cars at the Prescott hill Climb organised by The Bugatti Owners 
Club. Read his article to find out how the minis faired and see 
some great shots of participating cars in action.

Finally, in last month’s issue I mentioned that I had received a 
letter from the DVLA relating to a proposed event the DVLA 
were going to hold at their offices in Swansea dealing with issues 
concerning historic vehicles generally, as well as associated 
issues relating to their registration. Well, I subsequently received 
another letter shortly after replying to theirs unfortunately 
advising us that we had not been successful in getting a place 
at their event. I have covered this in a bit more detail in a post 
on our forum but the upshot of what I have said is that we can 
probably rely on the FBHVC having someone in attendance 
and that they will represent our club and others. Thereafter, no 
doubt they will provide us with a full and detailed account on the 
outcome from this event. 

Paul Sulma 

We need someone to take over the 
very important post of

Webmaster 

The role also involves management of the club’s 
leased server, maintenance of the Forum and 

administration of the Facebook page.

Committee meetings take place 
five time a year.

Contact Robert Young initially 
for more information

COMMITTEE POST
WEBSITE

SAVE MONEY AND TIME

This is a reminder that you are able to renew your 
membership by Direct Debit.

You will receive a Direct Debit form with your 
renewal notification, if you have not already signed up 

to this form of payment.

Once this has been filled in and returned 
you will not have to worry about renewing in the 

future as this will be done automatically.

Not only is this easier and quicker but you will also

SAVE £3 A YEAR ON YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION!

MEMBERSHIP 
 DIRECT DEBITS



to why this is not something that is viable for us at this time. This has been 
available for members to read in the members’ area of the forum but, for 
the majority who have not seen or read it, it is repeated below. 

I will explain here, the economics of why this scheme is not tenable:
The basic economic model of the club is that the subscriptions pay for 
CooperWorld only. Sponsorship, advertising revenue and Beaulieu pay to run 
the club, so any reduction in membership income will directly impact on the 
cost of CooperWorld. 

If we offered an e-membership, whereby some members would pay a 
reduced membership fee and just obtain an e-copy of CooperWorld, the 
unit cost of CooperWorld, to the rest of the membership, would increase 
and hence their subs would have to rise to offset those who wish for an 
e-membership. 

To explain this further, although the print run number would drop, the 
effective cost per copy would rise due to the shortened uneconomic print 
run. Further, although the overall postage bill would drop, the cost per item 
would rise, due to us receiving (at the moment) a bulk discount rate which 
we would not get with a lower postage number. We also have two fixed 
costs to consider. The cost of editing CooperWorld would remain the same, 
as would the fixed cost to lay-out the magazine. Both of these fixed costs 
would have to be absorbed in a shorter run of magazines and hence again 
increase the unit cost.

In summary, the membership fee would have to rise to offset the increase in 
cost per issue of CooperWorld and although we may perhaps attract a few 
more members, to offset the drop in income, we can not guarantee that. 
It is felt not worth the risk of offering this membership option due to our 
inevitable drop in income.

Having said the above, it may be possible, at the next AGM, when a new 
Committee is voted in - and they in turn appoint a chairman - that they 
might, perhaps, take a different view - but in the meantime e-membership 
is not on the table under the current and democratically elected 
Committee. I would also point out that CooperWorld has been available 
electronically to all members, who want to read their magazine on the 
move, for quite some time now.  CooperWorld is a superb product for 
the club and anything that dilutes this does the club a disservice.

In closing this month, we are still in desperate need of a Webmaster 
to fill Graham Robinson’s shoes, despite asking and advertising for the 

last three months. Whilst the forum and website are ticking along, we 
do need someone to step up to run this for us and move things forward. 
This situation was further compounded recently when a request was 
received for the club to have a Twitter account - and whilst I, being of 
a certain age, have a limited interest in such things, I readily accept that 
this is quite a popular concept in today’s world and, perhaps, something 
we should consider subscribing to – but without a webmaster this is 
clearly not going to be possible. It’s up to you our club members.  

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

With Minis to Ireland 2015 now behind 
us, well, it will be by the time you 

read this, our attention now turns to our 
major Touring Assemble event for 2016 
where we will, once again, by popular 
demand, be returning to Monte Carlo. The 
dates for this event will be 1st October 
through to the 8th October 2016. This is 
a week later than we would like but it was 
necessary as we couldn’t get enough hotel 
rooms at the finish in Monte Carlo for the 
previous week, due to their annual boat 
show taking place that particular week.

Peter Moss, well experienced in devising these routes, has already planned 
out an itinerary, again, with a start from the UK rather than half way down 
in France. This allows us all to travel together, to get to the interesting roads 
and, of course, it also means that your return ferry crossing is included in 
the entry fee. The planned route is just over 1,400 miles down to the finish 
in Monte Carlo where you return under your own steam.

To whet your appetites, from the overnight hotel stop in Ashford the 
route heads straight down to Troyes via Reims for our second stop. The 
next day we head over to Annecy and the following day drive straight to 
the mountains to Chambrey. Then we stay two nights in Valence where 
a loop of the Ardeche and the remote areas around Vercors are tackled 
before descending into Gap to stop overnight. Next day we will be 
taking in the classic Turini before our last night stop in Monte Carlo.

The entry fee for two people, sharing a room, is £1,595 which is to 
include your ferry crossing, all hotels and all your evening meals in the 
hotels. The entry is being restricted to just 40 cars, as logistically to handle 
any larger number becomes difficult - so an early entry is advised because 
demand is usually high. Just to reiterate, the club now prices these events 
to only show a very minimal profit, more as a buffer for not running it 
at a loss more than anything else. So, do rest assured that these events 
represent superb value for money – just compare the cost to other 
commercially available ‘Continental Tours’ that are on offer out there to 
see what I mean. Entries are now being accepted from the 1st October, 
so please see the accompanying advert in this issue of CooperWorld for 
more details if you wish to take part. It’ll be a great event.

During August, there was a fair amount of forum traffic (well for us 
anyway) concerning the rejection of an e-membership idea, whereby 

you would not receive a hard copy of CooperWorld, only an electronic 
copy, at a reduced membership fee. However, having been previously 
discussed at an AGM and debated amongst the Committee members too, 
it was concluded that it was not something the Committee could support, 
principally, because there was no mandate for it, but also since it was just 
not a viable proposition. Nonetheless, there have been some forum posts, 
by a few, who wish this to be discussed further. I will therefore repeat 
again the words that I gave in the last Committee notes relating to this 
subject to offer transparency and to make you all aware of the reasons as 
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We welcome the following new members who joined during August

NEW MEMBERS
Jackie & Gary Peet, Gravesend, Kent
Joseph Ward, Sudbury, Suffolk
Lorraine & Chris Broadbent, Ilkley, West Yorkshire
Neal & Harry Ward, Exeter, Devon
Kevin & Ellen Parkinson, Wadhurst, East Sussex
Jez Rippon, Worthing, West Sussex
Alex Morton, Buxton, Derbyshire
Patricia Davis, Spalding, Lincolnshire
Adrian Harris, Rugeley, Staffordshire
Anthony Hobbs, Merriott, Somerset

Simon & Rebecca Wright, Croesyceiliog Torfaen
Adam & Tony Petry, Sutton, Surrey
Alan Stanton, Reading, Berkshire
Thomas Robinson, Darlington, Co Durham
Paul & Jane Clayton, Oakham, Rutland
Paul Bowles, Maidstone, Kent
David Shaw, Turriff, Aberdeenshire
James Parker, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire
Sandy Sanders & Justine Montpellier, Long Eaton, Notts
Jim Drake & Elena Musson, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED
Unit 2 Broadfield Farm, Great Somerford, Chippenham, Wiltshire  Sn15 5El   Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316   Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk   Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SM050 Portrait A5 Advert.indd   1 24/09/2013   14:27



After a very successful trip to the Heritage factory this year we plan to 
go back in 2016. We will not know a precise date until very early next 
year. The reason is down to their production schedules and we are very 
keen to ensure Mini shells are in production when we attend this time. 
So, watch this space for an exact date and feel free to contact me to 
pre-book a space. 

Another reminder for the IMM in Belgium next year, anyone interested 
in going please make contact, if we have enough people interested we 
can group book ferry crossings. You will need to buy IMM tickets from 
http://www.imm2016.be/ and we plan to have a club camping area.  

That’s all for now!

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304)330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

It has been a cracking summer of 
events, motorsport, static displays and 

many very good road runs and touring 
assemblies, with some run from within 
the club and some heavily attended by 
you as MCR members. I am not going to 
list them all as there are far too many.

We are also starting to get more 
notifications and content for posting on 
social media for these events so do keep 
it coming through to me, Ian Hitchman 
or Patricia Webb and we can post for 
you. We would like to see more regional 
based content as our Facebook page 

now has approaching 9,000 followers. It’s a really good way to let the 
Mini community know that you are out there, active and attending 
events. Don’t just leave it to the local organiser, anyone can join in, take 
a picture on your smart phone send it to us via email or Facebook and 
message us with a quick line of comment.

Still to come this year is, of course, the always fantastic NEC Classic Motor 
Show and if you are a regular attendee you will understand my excitement 
- pure classic car heaven! We will be there again this year with another 
fantastic display of Coopers, no doubt swamped by the general public to 
take a look at the finest examples we have within our club on show.

Don’t forget we hope to be able to take a stand for the London to 
Brighton run in 2016 and, if so, will pre-purchase run tickets for our 
members to buy at face value. Let me know via email or telephone if 
you are interested in one of the run tickets.
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EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard

Minis to Monte
1st October – 8th October 2016

The Mini Cooper Register will be promoting a Touring Assembly to Monte Carlo in 2016. The event will run along the lines 
of our much acclaimed previous Minis to Monte, with a fully detailed Tulip road book and back up service provided by the 
organisers, and will include return ferry crossings and evening meals.

The event will start in the UK in the Ashford, Kent area, with an overnight stay before crossing to France.  The route will be similar to 
those used in the past with many old favourites plus some new sections including some borrowed from the Monte Carlo Historic Rally.

This is the planned itinerary for the 1415 mile route:

 Day 1 - Saturday 1st October  - Signing-on. Overnight at Ashford Hotel as 2014 with welcome dinner.
 Day 2 - Sunday 2nd October  -  Ashford to port for crossing to France. Mostly main roads to the old Reims circuit then  
   Champagne country to Troyes hotel and dinner.  Total 265 miles
 Day 3 - Monday 3rd October  -  Main road to Châtillon-sur-Seine then cross-country via Dôle and St Claude to Annecy  
   hotel and dinner. Total 255 miles
 Day 4 - Tuesday 4th October  -  Straight onto mountain roads to Chambery, over the Col du Granier to Grenoble then  
   very scenic roads to Valence for 2 nights with dinner on both nights. Total 230 miles
 Day 5 - Wednesday 5th October  -  Valence-Valence loop, using classic rally stages in the mountains of the scenic Ardeche.  
   About 210 miles.
 Day 6 - Thursday 6th October  -  Valence to the mountains of the remote Vercors, descend to Die, then more classic  
   Monte stages to Gap for overnight halt with dinner. 210 miles
 Day 7 - Friday 7th October  - Gap to the finish in Monte Carlo using route similar to 2014 including the Turini.  
   Overnight in Novotel, Monte Carlo with farewell dinner. Total 220 miles
 Day 8 - Saturday 8th October  -  After breakfast make your own way back to Calais - bon voyage!

The entry fee per car for two people sharing a room, including return ferry crossing, seven nights accommodation in good 
quality hotels with dinner every night and breakfast is £1595. The entry is being restricted to 40 cars and holding deposits of 
£295 will be taken to secure an entry. Credit card payments are accepted (with small surcharge) or cheques or bank transfer, 
with two further stage payments being required at the end of March and June.

Contact the Secretary of the Meeting, Lesley Young, by email - membership@minicooper.org or phone 01580 763975 to request an 
application form and regulations.  Entry is restricted to 40 cars and will be allocated on receipt of completed application form and deposit.
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Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand Italics = 
Regional MCR event/attendance

2015

October

Event: Malvern Minis Show & Spares Day  
Date: 11th October 
Location: Three Counties Showground, Malvern 
Contact: http://www.classicshows.org/

Event: Northumberland Borders Rally   
Date: 17th October 
Location: Newcastle area 
Contact: Niall Cook – Newcastle & Durham Region  
naillcook@tiscalli.co.uk

Event: British Mini Fair 2    
Date: 18th October 
Location: Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire 
Contact: Worcestershire Region. Mick Rowley - 
rminimick@aol.com

November

Event: MCR Club Meeting – Scottish Region  
Date: 1st November, 12 PM 
Location: The Conservatory @ Norton House Hotel, 
Ingliston, Edinburgh EH28 8LX 
Contact: Scottish Region ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Car Show  
Date: 13-15th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

2016

January

Event: Mini Winter Rally 2016   
Date: 22nd 23rd & 24th January 
Location: Switzerland 
Contact: http://mini-winter-rally.blogspot.ch/ or   
mini.winter.rally.2005@gmail.com 

Event: MCR Hinton Firs Weekend  
Date: 29th – 31st January 2016 
Location: Bournemouth 
Contact: Josh Bromage   
secretary@minicooper.org 

Event: British Mini Fair    
Date: 31st January 
Location: Bingley Hall, Stafford 
Contact: Wilts Region Mick Rowley - rminimick@aol.com

February

Event: London Classic Car Show   
Date: 18-21st February 2016 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.co.uk/

 March

Event: Brooklands Mini Day   
Date: 27th March TBC 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com Ken 
Hunter, Thames Valley Region kenneth.hunter1@
btinternet.com

Event: Practical Classic’s Restoration Show  
Date: 5th and 6th March 
Location: NEC, Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.practicalclassics.co.uk/

April

Event: Pride of Longbridge   
Date: 16th April 
Location: Cofton Park, Low Hill lane, Longbridge,  
B31 2BQ 
Contact: prideoflongbridge2006@gmail.com

May

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day  
Date: 30th April - 2nd May TBC 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track day at 
Blyton Park for MK1 Mini’s 
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/
action-day.htm

Event: Miniworld Riveria Run   
Date: 30th April - 2nd May 
Location: Newquay, Devon 
Contact: www.miniworld.co.uk

Event: Donington Historic Festival   
Date: 30th April - 2nd May 
Location: Donington 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: British Mini Day   
Date: 8th May 
Location: Himley Hall, Dudley, DY3 4DF 
Contact: Mick Rowley - rminimick@aol.com

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Mini Run 2016 
Date: 22nd May 2016 
Location: Ends Madeira Drive, Brighton 
Contact: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

Event: International Mini Meeting (IMM) 2016  
Date: 12-16th May 
Location: Lommel Belgium 
Contact: http://www.imm2016.be/   
Club presence: Justin Ridyard - events@minicooper.org

June

Event: MCR National Mini Cooper Day  
Date: 12th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade stands 
and concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. 
It is open to all marques of Minis/MINIs. 
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival  
Date: 18th-19th June 
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

July

Event: Champagne Run (Touring assembly)  
Date: 2nd-3rd July 
Location: Champagne Region, France 
Contact: Kent Region. Justin & Annmarie Ridyard - 
h13jkr@hotmail.com

Event: Festival of Speed    
Date: 8th-9th-10th July TBC 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Lavender Run    
Date: 24th July TBC 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Silverstone Classic   
Date: 22nd, 23th and 24th July (Club presence likely to 
be one day TBC) 
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: events@minicooper.org

October

Event: Minis to Monte    
Date: 1st - 8th October 2016 
Location: France 
Contact: Lesley Young -  membership@minicooper.org

EVENTS



EVENTS

By Justin Ridyard
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This year’s Ham Sandwich Run took place on the 30th August, the 
start hosted kindly, again, by Broad Oak MINI in Ashford. All the 37 

teams arrived promptly for tea and coffee and received their run pack 
and rally plates. After a briefing, a few photos and lunch bags kindly 
provided by Broad Oak with water and snacks for the route, we set off. 
All teams turning out left apart from one that turned out right! My heart 
was in my mouth in case the run sheet was incorrect before I realised 
that the other teams before had gone the correct way. We found out 
later that the team in question was using the afternoon route book. I am 
not going to name names, I was just pleased and relieved to find them 
smiling at the lunch stop.

The morning route took the teams’ cars through the countryside 
south of Ashford on traditional ‘Tulip Rally’ diagrams to the idyllic 
village of Appledore to visit the Gusbourne Vineyards. What a treat 
this was! Gusbourne produce the highest quality English sparkling 
wines using the same method and grapes as traditional Champagne. 
The idea was to visit Champagne earlier this year and then follow 
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up with this visit to see how we do it this 
side of the water - dare we suggest with 
more care and in a non-mass produced 
fashion! The Port strike action in France 
in the summer put a stop to the visit to 
Champagne this year but a new date for 
next year has now been confirmed for July 
2nd and 3rd 2016. We thank Ben and Jon at 
Gusbourne’s for a superb tour and tasting. 
We were blown away with the positive 
comments from members on the stop 
off, all in all, a thoroughly enjoyable and 
informative experience from enthusiastic, 
passionate wine producers.  Many also took 
advantage of a generous discount on the 
wine and did not take long to fill their boots! 
After the traditional picnic we set off for the 
afternoon run.

I had cut across country to find a couple 
of successful teams sipping tea and eating 
homemade cake at the afternoon control point 
which happened to be the delightful Bakehouse 
tea rooms in the village of Biddenden. Slowly 
but surely, teams arrived and had found a part 
of the route slightly confusing. I will re-run it 
once more to satisfy myself it was correct over 
the next couple of weeks. I promise not to get 
stuck in Sandy Lane again.

After tea the teams made their way onwards 
to the finish via Challock and Wye with 
spectacular views across the downs at a view 
point above Wye. The finish was at the Five 
Bells at Brabourne where the landlord is real 
classic car fan. I was in fact the last to arrive 
after sitting by the road side taking pictures 
of the cars passing. The routes totalled 69 
miles with all teams making it to the end point 
still smiling, where prizes were presented for 
Navigation, Spirit of the Event and Best Teddy 
Bear at the lunch stop. All navigators were 
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presented with commemorative coffee mugs 
as a reminder of the day.

Thanks to all those who took part, we hope 
you enjoyed this year’s run. News to follow 
on next year’s event in a month or two. Next 
year we will also introduce a new award for 
the team who get lost the most, the SANDY 
LANE award.
Spirit of the Day – Simon & Eve Joslin
Bear of the Day -  Ryan Bowles
Navigation Award – Neal Goldspring & family

We had a few regulars missing this year due to 
moving house and holidays, you were missed 
in person if not in numbers. The problems we 
may have next year is having enough spaces to 
go around and working out how to raise the 
bar again on the stop off.

Justin Ridyard

Photos by David Young, Dean Edwards, 
Robert Young and David Kent.
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.
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Coopers at Castle Combe 2015
By Graham Robinson

Never before has the lead up to the Essex Region’s Coopers at Castle 
Combe been so worrying.  With a week to go we were still a few 

entries short.  The event is wholly funded by the region and our finances 
would take a big hit if all of our places were not filled.  Thankfully, with 
two late entries and our last place taken by Bristol Pegasus Motor Club 
(BPMC) with whom we share the event, things were looking up but not 
for long! A late phone call on Friday evening before the event from Dick 
Robinson and the events that ensued didn’t do a lot for my old ticker.

Dick was camping at the circuit and when he drove his track car off the 
trailer there was a problem with the offside front suspension. Fortunately for 
Dick, Phil Thompson was also camping and between them they identified 
that the driveshaft had popped out of the CV and wrecked the rubber boot. 
Unfortunately, with no ball joint splitter or CV boot between them that’s 
when Dick called me with the bad news.  He asked if I could bring the items 
with me but I said I would have to check first.  Well, I’m sure we have all been 
there, knowing where things should be but not being able to find what you 
are looking for and only to discover how much stuff you didn’t know you had. 
Luckily, I had everything except the ball joint splitter.  My only recourse was 
to call Philip Brent to ask if he could bring his ball joint splitter with him in the 
morning.  Philip said he would not be able to because he could not make the 
event because of work commitments.  It was a hammer blow on two counts, 
no ball joint splitter and another entry down.  However, the shock must have 
got me thinking and while Philip was still on the phone, his mobile of course, I 
was guided to the boot of my car where I found my ball joint splitter where it 
should be, with my travelling spares in the spare wheel. After thanking Philip 
for his inspiration I promptly called Dick with the good news.  That only left 
one spare entry to fill.  A desperate 10 o’clock email to my counterpart at 
BPMC was answered with the good news that they had a reserve.  

So, with all these issues to deal with on the night before the event day I 
didn’t get much sleep.  The traditional 4.30am start for the long journey 
to the circuit didn’t help either.  Fortunately, my son in law and I had a 
clear run and arrived just after 7.30am.  The first job was to help Dick 
and Phil get Dick’s car repaired and it went amazingly well.  The car 
was back on its wheels by 9.30am and ready for scrutineering.  

With Dick’s repairs well underway, my son in law and I busied ourselves with 
signing on, getting the cars scrutineered and attending the driver briefing. 
All the regulars were there and a new entrant to our event, Cat Clark.  Cat 
is planning to compete in Hill climbs and Sprints next year so thought our 
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Colin Woodage

A Mini session waiting to depart

Phil Thompsom with 741 CAM



EVENTS

event would be the ideal place to learn the track skills necessary.  A Racing 
School instructor is on hand during the day and Cat took full advantage of 
his services.  I always advise first time entrants to take advantage of the 
instructor on their first two track outings, since that way they get the basics 
from a professional.  With the drivers briefing over, everyone headed to 
the paddock to queue for the first runs of the day.  Not for us though, after 
our early start my son in law and I stayed in the Tavern Cafe for a hearty 
breakfast. We were ready for it and boy it was good!! 

I learnt at signing-on that a different format for the day was being 
trialled.  To date every year only 6 cars have ever been permitted on 
the track in each session.  This year, however, it was being increased 
to between 8 and 10 cars.  This has a potentially big impact on the day 
as you will discover later.  

The previous day’s weather (Friday) was extremely hot and I feared it might 
be the same on the Saturday.  Don’t get me wrong, sunny is good but it can 
be too hot for both cars and drivers on track days. Thankfully though, it 
was a bit cooler on the Saturday with a little cloud cover and no sign of rain, 
well, not until late afternoon if the weather forecast was to be believed. 

 At 9 o’clock on the dot cars were heading out on the circuit for the 
first session of a very busy day.  As usual, a Mini contingent was amongst 
the early sessions and all seemed to be going well until I noticed a 
misfire from Colin Woodage’s car as he passed the start/finish line.  
On the next lap the misfire persisted and Colin decided to come in 
at the end of the lap.  Unfortunately, Colin was not the only one with 
problems.  Alan Booth came in at the end of the session reporting a 
top end misfire.  Alan did mention that on the journey to the circuit the 
engine cut out on him but fired up immediately when he tried to restart 
it.  From the wealth of experience available, the conclusion to the 
problem was more likely electrical than fuel.  Someone had a spare coil 
which was promptly installed and hey presto the engine fired up and 
revved cleanly.  Unfortunately for Alan, late into his next track session 
the engine cut out again and he had to be towed back to the paddock.  
A cursory look under the car revealed the petrol pump hanging off.  
Was this the problem after all?  A replacement pump was sourced and 
by lunch time Alan’s car was up and running again.

Colin on the other hand was not so lucky.  At low revs the engine 
was OK but at medium revs the misfire started.  Again, after a lot of 
collective head scratching the problem could not be pinned down 
and Colin considered calling it a day.  Like Alan, Colin had had an 
intermittent misfire in the weeks before the event but on the day the 
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Alan Booth

Barny Francis leads Nick Stansmore and Phil Thompson 
through Camp Corner

Nick Stansmore leads the group into Camp Corner
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engine was running just fine.  Perhaps running the car at higher revs on the 
track than on the road exacerbated the problem.  What concerned Colin 
and Alan more so was that both were booked on the Minis to Ireland run 
at the end of September.  So, there was some urgency to find a solution to 
both cars problems. 

The morning sessions continued with some on track shenanigans with Nick 
Stansmore (Rover Cooper ‘S’), Malcolm/Barney Francis (MKIII ‘S’), Phil 
Thompson (999 ‘S’) and Peter/Chrostpher Hayes (Mini Countryman).  All 4 
are very closely matched and it made for some very interesting spectating.  
Owen Bannister (modified MKII Cooper) on his first visit to the event tried 
to join in the fun but was sensibly easing his way in and was slightly off the 
pace of the others.  In the meantime, Dick Robinson had test driven his 
repaired track car around the paddock and with everything holding together 
he ventured out for his first session of the day without drama.  

The welcome lunch break arrived surprisingly quickly because there was so 
much going on. After his last morning session Peter Hayes arrived back at the 
paddock reporting a slipping clutch.  What was going on with half the day gone 
and 4 cars with problems?  After a lot of thought Colin Woodage decided to limp 
his car home and return with his every day car to complete his track sessions in 
the afternoon.  Alan Booth was still considering his options but later in the day, 
like Colin, decided to call it a day and head for home while the car was running. 
But not for long as I later discovered.  During the break I was able to meet up 
with Kevin and Samantha Robinson who had brought their just completed MKII 
Cooper along after 51 weeks of restoration to the day. However, more on this 
car in my MKII Cooper Register Report elsewhere in this issue. 

Track action restarted at 1.30 pm and for the 2nd session we managed to 
arrange our largest group of Minis.  I had hoped to be up with the front 
runners but a slow departure from the paddock meant a gap that proved 
impossible to close.  Dick Robinson, after a promising start, experienced 
another top end misfire and cruised around for the remainder of the 
sessions. Peter and Christopher Hayes would call it a day after this session 
since the slipping clutch was getting worse and thus getting home became 
more of a priority than ‘Fastest Time of the Day’ (FTD).  

With all the excitement going on I did not notice the track sessions were 
getting thinner and thinner.  It was only brought to my attention when the 
Paddock Marshals came round asking for cars to go on the track as it was 
only 3.30pm and with still an hour and a half to go until the scheduled finish 
at 5pm.  By 4pm the day was concluded with everyone packing up for the 
journey home after having all their scheduled runs and some extras.  The 
new format had certainly taken everyone by surprise and our earliest finish 
time ever. Despite the problems it was a great day and by all accounts, 
enjoyed by all. Many thanks to everyone who came along and supported the 
event, entrants and spectators alike.  I hope I did not scare Nick Hunter too 
much when I took him out on the track!  

I am pleased to say both Alan and Colin have got to the bottom of their 
respective car’s problems, electronic ignition and valve issues respectively.  
In the short term Alan has refitted his points and Colin is having the head 
skimmed and the valve replaced all in time for Minis to Ireland. 

I would also like to thank Bristol Pegasus Motor Club for inviting us 
to share the day and to all their officials for the smooth running of 
the event.  I hope we can do it all again next year.  It will be the 30th 
year of our association with BPMC.  30 Mini Coopers at next year’s 
Coopers at Castle Combe?  Can it happen?  I hope so.      

Graham  Robinson

Dick Robinson back on track

Cooper parking

Owen Banister in his MKII Cooper
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Castle Combe MCR Track Day
By Dick Robinson

Firstly, many thanks to Graham for organising another MCR Track Day at 
the Castle Combe race circuit which, for the participants, is always full of 

comradeship and support. 

Having missed last year’s track day in my ‘track Mini’ as I was intending to sell 
it, I was determined this year to drive it rather than just spectate again. So, pre-
preparation started with an MOT two weeks prior in case a re-test was required 
but it sailed through. This was then followed by a service for the trailer which 
needed attention to the brakes and tyres. 

Over the last 18 months I have been gradually de-tuning the engine of my Mini to 
make it more compatible for the road, but I have not yet changed the extreme 
suspension and steering geometry set up. This was actually done in 2006 for 
the sprint/hillclimb season with 2.5 degrees of negative camber and 6 degrees 
of caster angle on the front, and 1.5 degrees negative of camber on the rears. I 
can’t remember the toe in /out settings. So, as you can see, quite extreme! This 
information becomes relevant later...............

The journey from Crewe was slow as it was a Friday afternoon, but I still managed to 
arrive at the circuit by 5.30pm. My tent was soon erected and everything was running 
smoothly. Time to get the Mini off the trailer and park it next to the tent then settle 
down for my meal and a little light refreshment!! Sounds straightforward I guess. 
Reverse off the trailer, select 1st gear, drive round the front of my Volvo and hard left 
towards the tent. However, the ground on the right hand side of the car dropped 
away on a slope and I was still in full lock. The manoeuvre was now no longer as 
straightforward as I had thought because I had no forward drive! Some of you will 
now guess what happened given the information above, but nothing immediately 
occurred to me – clutch, cross pin diff, gearbox etc? All change from Crewe! 

No one else was camping, so identifying what was moving and what was not 
proved impossible with the front end well and truly jacked up. To my diagnostic 
rescue arrived Phil Thompson, who had parked his campervan over in a secluded 
corner and was out on a stroll around the circuit areas with his wife. Two heads 
are better than one so we could check the slave cylinder etc, but then with me 
lying underneath with the car in gear, the problem was immediately obvious – the 
drive shaft had separated from the outer CV joint! All that negative camber and 
castor angle, plus the slope on the right had wrecked my evening. B******s!!

Time to sit down and take in the liquid refreshment that was intended for later 
and engage some lateral thinking. I carry a reasonable range of tools to such 
events but nothing ‘special’. Clearly, a ball joint splitter was required so it was 
time to ‘phone a friend’. Most Classic Mini owners that I know do their own 
maintenance and thus it was a fair bet, that Nick Hunter or Graham would have 
a splitter in their kit. Thanks to mobile phones, I left messages with both. Graham 
got back to me mid evening and saved my bacon by saying he had one and would 
phone me later to confirm when he had found it. Nick had been driving down to 
the ‘Travel Lodge Camp’ at the time, so after he had pitched his ‘tent’ he phoned 
me back to confirm he could not help despite having a splitter in his garage at 
home. Quite late on Graham phoned me back again to say that after an hour or 
so of searching he had eventually found his splitter. I felt relieved but really bad 
too, as I knew that Graham would have had other priorities and also was due to 
be up at 3.30am in order to drive down for the 8am start. Sorry Graham but ‘top 
man’ for helping me out!

Morning arrived and so did my saviour with splitter and a rubber boot kit to boot! 
Quickly down to work, I split my ‘balls’ and started wrestling with the hub and 
drive shaft. My arthritic hands and grip couldn’t cope with the dexterity required 
to line everything up – step in Phil and Graham again. Between us with three or 
four hands in the mix, Phil managed to get the shaft back in and so the boot was 
offered up and the worst was over. I re-connected all the ball joints again and by 
9.30am I was ready for the track. My ‘pit crew’ had got me out of the mire and 
I most sincerely thank them for that, because during the evening before, I had 
kind of resigned myself to the fact that it would be my first DNS and I would be a 
spectator again! 

My time out on track was quite eventful as usual. In the driver briefing we were 
warned that if we touched any of the cones around the circuit they would know 
who it was because there would be dents on the offending car! I sheepishly peeped 
as I returned to the paddock because I had ‘kissed’ the two traffic type cones on 

the exit to the Esses! On my next lap they were on their sides....
ouch, but no ‘black flag’ or marks on the car – phew! Maybe I 
thought that I was driving my Caterham that I owned a few years 
ago, which was extremely fast through the Esses. Another problem 
seems to have revolved around me changing from the Weber 45 
back to 1.75 SU carbs as part of the gradual de-tune of the car. 
On the long haul from Camp corner to Avon Rise, when the right 
foot is through the bulkhead, fuel starvation seemed to kick in – 
lift off a little and normal services were resumed, which is rather 
disconcerting as you try to get the Avon Rise / Quarry complex well 
sorted. No spin there this year though.......

It is all such good fun and really must be done. So get it on your 
‘bucket list’ folks! Thanks again to Graham for organising the day 
and his essential ‘emergency services’ to keep me on track!

Dick Robinson

Offending drive shaft ready to be re-united with its CV joint

Phil and Graham the ‘emergency team 
of mechanical surgeons’ mid operation

CV joint and shaft re-union operation nearly complete
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Book Review − Smokin’ John Rhodes 
By Pete Flanagan

John Rhodes needs little introduction in these hallowed 
pages having been an honorary member of the MCR for 

more years than I can remember, and a great servant to 
the club with appearances at many MCR events through 
the years. John’s autobiography – Smokin’ Rhodes was 
released in the summer and a great read it is. Covering his 
early life from childhood the book rarely strays from the 
two passions in John’s life - family and motorsport! 

From the inspiring childhood experience of watching 
Nuvolari speeding by at Donington in an Auto Union, 
through to his time doing National Service and army 
life in Egypt, to his first forays into motorsport with the 
Hagley and District Light Car Club. The book is a ‘boys 
own’ journey that takes us from humble beginnings to 
John’s first race in a much modified Austin 7 and onto 
life as a professional racing driver with the Cooper Car 
Company and the British Leyland Works teams.  As Paddy 
Hopkirk says in his foreword, “He was the greatest Mini 
racing driver ever. I had the pleasure of knowing him, and, 

indeed, competing against him in our Cooper racing team days, although John probably didn’t 
even notice me as I was always behind him!”

Released by and available from Parley Books plus several other retailers, the book is priced at a 
very reasonable £15. It also contains a modest number of black and white pictures but here are a 
few photos of John in glorious Technicolor, several that I took at events that John kindly attended.

Pete Flanagan

Rhodes and that distinct driving style, right hand in the door pocket and left hand on the tiller! 
British Grand Prix, Brands Hatch, 1968

First time on 12” wheels for the new Works team at Thruxton 1969

Demonstrating the ‘Rhodes screen’ on the 
Works rallycross car (former circuit race car 
LBL 666D) in 1970

What looks like a photo call to promote the 
first Goodwood Revival with John Cooper

L-R 1960s Mini racing heros Whizzo, Harry 
Ratcliffe and John reunited at an MCR day at 
Curborough in the late 1990s

A trip up the Goodwood hill at the Festival 
Of Speed 2008

John clearly enjoying the 50th celebrations of 
the Mini at Goodwood Revival, 2009

With wife Jean and Mini owner Conor 
O’Brien at the Pageant Of Power, 2009
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Filmed and produced by 
John Clancy available from 
www.triumphdvd.co.uk 
for £12.95

The DVD, some 100 minutes long, is largely narrated in fine style by 
Graham Robson - no stranger to us at the MCR as he’s our regular 
MC at our Beaulieu National day. Graham is ideally suited to such 
occasions with his own encyclopaedic knowledge of the cars, people 
and events and he adds so much to the presentation with his friendly 
but informative delving interviewing style. Bill Price additionally carries 
us through many of the cars, discussing their history, the drivers and 
the achievements over their competition life. There are also interviews 
with drivers, mechanics and personalities of the day to get their stories.

The DVD is not Mini-centric, although they are there in good numbers. 
It’s only when you see the vast range of cars used by the factory over 
these 60 years that you begin to appreciate what a presence they had. 
From early MGs to Austin Healey Sprites, Healey 3000s, MGBs, Minis, 
1800s, Dolomite Sprints, TR7s and more - they are all there.

The DVD also benefits from having interspersed between the film 
material shot at Silverstone, some superb archive footage of the many 
BMC/BL cars in action, much of it from Paul Easter. This alone makes 
the DVD a worthy addition to anyone interested in the factory’s 
motorsporting history. As an added bonus, the DVD also covers the 
MG live meeting held the same weekend at Silverstone – plus a trailer 
for the 50 years of the Mini Cooper DVD that John Clancy also 
produced, which is still available from the Club shop.  

This DVD is a worthy addition to any motorsport collection. Put it on 
your Christmas list. I’d recommend anyone interested in the history 
of rallying, and especially of the Alpine Rally, to get a copy and get an 
insight as to just what a challenge the Alpine once was.

Robert Young

DVD Review −
By Robert Young

John Clancy has, once again, come up with another of his superb 
DVDs, this time recording the 60 years of BMC/BL Motor Sport 

celebrations that took place at Silverstone this summer, where no less 
than 51 Ex-Works BMC and BL competition cars were assembled at 
the Northamptonshire circuit. Bill Price, along with Peter Browning, 
mustered a superb collection of cars from far and wide along with 
many drivers, team members and personalities associated with that 
fantastic Abingdon team. This DVD is a worthy record of the event.

The BMC/BL Competitions Department - 
60 years of Motor Sport
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In memory of − Ken Costello 1927 – 2015

K en Costello passed away on July 27th at home in the USA at the age of 88. 
Ken was one of a generation of motor engineers in the 50s and 60s that 

achieved great things in small sheds and was best known for shoe horning a V8 
engine under the bonnet of an MGB in the early 1970s. 

Ken actually started his motoring career by tuning early Minis and became one of 
the most competitive club racers of the 60s. He was born in south east London in 
1927 and went to study mechanical engineering at Woolwich Polytechnic gaining 
employment at the Motor Industry Research Department in Brentford. Whilst 
employed here Ken gained a good reputation locally for tuning cars and began 
racing a Mini Cooper S as soon as they became available. In 1964 he took up a 
management role as head of the racing arm of BMC dealers Crips Brothers to form 
Cripspeed, based at Sidcup in Kent where, alongside his own car, he prepared 
customer race cars for the likes of Mac Ross, Ken Appleby and other Mini racers.

Club championship victories would eventually follow whilst setting fastest laps at 
several circuits across the country. For 1966 Crips Brothers bought the ex Roy Pike 
Formula 3 Brabham BT15 for Costello to race under the Cripspeed banner which lead 
to him earning a role in the film ‘Grand Prix’ where his Brabham was repainted and 
modified to look like a Works F1 car with Costello driving it disguised as Jack Brabham.
 
Ken would continue to race Minis until the end of the decade, winning the special saloon 
championship title in 1967 but turned his attention to fitting the Buick aluminium V8 
engine (already fitted to the Rover 3500) into the underpowered MGB. British Leyland 
had already played around with this idea, of course, in the form of the MGC and its 
heavy V6 power plant, but had decided a V8 into an MGB simply wouldn’t go.

Ken’s successful conversion gave E type performance to the MGB at a fraction of the 
cost as he managed to install the V8 engine without the need for major structural 
alterations to the body. He went on to sell 220 of his own converted MGB V8s from 
his base at Farnborough. After a close examination of Costello’s prototype a Stokes 
lead team at BL went on to copy the idea and produced their own official version 
without paying Ken a penny, or giving him any credit for his engineering achievement. 
(Did history repeat itself some years later with the Cooper Metro?). Hostilities 
developed as Leyland dealers were instructed not to sell engines to Ken and despite 
finding alternative suppliers Ken reluctantly threw in the towel and sold up eventually.

Condolences to his family and friends on Ken’s passing.

Pete Flanagan

By Pete Flanagan

Ken in ‘442 GLX’ fends off the David Wansborough, 
Silverstone Grand Prix 1965

Costello chases Peter Pilsworth at Brands in March 1965 with 
David Wansborough behind in the Newtune entry

Ken pilots the Cripspeed 970 S during the Snetterton 
500K, August 1965

A rather tired and modified ‘442 GLX’, 1966

Cripspeed Racing advertisement

Champion Costello fends of Peter Lague , 1967

Fitting his own crossflow set up to a customer car, 1969
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In memory of − Lord Montagu of Beaulieu

E dward Lord Montagu of Beaulieu died on 31st August after a short 
illness aged 88. He was the founder of the Montagu Motor Museum 

at Beaulieu, which has been the venue of the National Mini Cooper Day 
for over 30 years.

Edward Scott-Montagu was the son of the second Lord Montagu who had 
been an active campaigner for the motorist from the earliest days of the 
motor car and whose lover was reputedly the model for the Spirit of Ecstasy 
mascot on the bonnet of all Rolls Royces. Edward succeeded to the title 
at the age of two in 1929 and after an education at Eton and Oxford and 
a period in the army in Palestine, he took up a career in public relations. 
Unfortunately, he was jailed in 1954 for homosexual acts, but when he 
came out of prison he embarked on a programme of restoring the Beaulieu 
Estate to its former glory. In 1951 he had already put cars in the entrance 
hall of Palace House, and this display expanded until it outgrew the buildings 
housing it. So, in 1972 a new purpose built structure was completed to take 
the collection which was renamed the National Motor Museum and Beaulieu 
became the most popular stately home tourist attraction in the UK.

The Autojumble fair held twice yearly at Beaulieu was his idea, and he 
was proud of have a word he invented being in the Oxford Dictionary. 
Beyond his interest in cars he was heavily involved with wider issues 
such as the countryside, preserving the environment and tourism, and 
from 1983 to 1992 he was Chairman of English Heritage.

Although Beaulieu still carries something of the air of a feudal estate, 
Lord Montagu was always approachable and interested in everything 
that went on there. Until very recently he would come up to the event 
field during the afternoon of our show and present the prizes, even on 
his mobility scooter with his butler keeping an eye on him.

We have to be very grateful to him for his foresight in creating the 
Museum and providing a venue for shows such as ours.

He is succeeded by his son Ralph, the 4th Lord Montagu.

Pete Moss

By Peter Moss
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TECHNICAL TOPICS - 

By Richard Pengelly

Commercial Vehicle tyres
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Introduction to the Automotive Engineer article on Commercial Tyres



The Automotive Engineer magazine is produced by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers and is available to members or by subscription only. 
It provides technical comment and news on the latest vehicle engineering developments. The magazine articles are wide ranging covering 

anything from race cars to commercial vehicles. Liz Wells’s article on commercial vehicle tyres below is typical of the topics covered.

The development requirements of commercial vehicle tyres is, these days, very similar to those of passenger cars, low rolling resistance, long life 
and good grip in the wet. This article gives a good insight into how tyre manufacturers are addressing these performance requirements today.

Thanks to Liz Wells and Automotive engineer magazine for their kind permission to allow us to run the article in CooperWorld.

Richard Pengelly   
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FORUM PHOTO COMPETITION Winner

The winner this month is Moke for his 
Parakeet photo titled :

‘Rainbow Porikeet trying to steal my 
lunch on Tamborine Mountain’

Fabulous colours and perfect focus... Roli.
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Mini Cooper Register Bournemouth Weekend                                                           
29th January – 31st January 2016, Hinton Firs Hotel

Hi All

How quick a year has gone – and how soon the preparations of 
this weekend have come round.

Just a reminder for all who pre-booked from the 2015 event if you 
haven’t already been contacted by the hotel for your deposit they 
should be in touch shortly or please make contact with the hotel 
on 01202 555409 to pay your deposit, it will speed things up for 
the hotel and make the process easier for all.  A deposit of £20 
per person will be required.

This means for all those who haven’t booked and are interested 
need to contact the hotel as any remaining rooms will be allocated 
on a first come first served basis from November 1st.

For those of you who haven’t yet experienced this weekend event 
please try and join us – it is a great way to meet up with fellow 
members in lovely surroundings and a scenic location – it certainly 
makes a refreshing change during otherwise miserable winter 
months.  I can guarantee you will enjoy it.

The weekend will take its usual format kicking off with a guest 
speaker on Friday night, and then starting with a short road run 
on Saturday Morning ending at a place of local interest followed 

by a KWIZZ Saturday afternoon ahead of the candlelit dinner 
Saturday evening with a fundraising raffle with very generously 
donated prizes of which proceeds go to a nominated worthy 
cause followed by evening entertainment.  Then the weekend is 
finished on Sunday with a hearty breakfast and followed by a filling 
Sunday Lunch to fuel your tank for your journey’s home!!!  Whilst 
waiting for Sunday Lunch during the Sunday morning there will 
be a chance to take a stroll along the sea-front taking or relax in 
the hotel – whichever you prefer!!!  There will also be a chance 
to purchase hand-made jewellery and other items which may be 
available for purchase.

Dress code for Saturday evening is as announced at this year’s 
event is “black tie/formal wear” but of course this is not at all 
compulsory but just adds to the experience of the weekend!!!!

If you have any queries or would like to contribute towards 
the weekend in any way or have any special requests – I always 
appreciate any volunteers who come forward to help make the 
weekend great for all of us please of course contact me on 07950 
753299 or 07910 901462.

Best Regards

Josh Bromage
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Telephone 01984 629540
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

  

 

BRYAN PURVES LTD 
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 
T: 01342 315009      E: bryan@bryanpurves.co.uk 

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include; Electroplating, Hood Manufacture, Interior Trimming, Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

To view our complete stock visit our website www.bryanpurves.co.uk 

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 

 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 
 
 

 

“Due to the relocating of premises we will be 
closed for business until 30th September 2015

During this period please contact via email
bryan@bryanpurves.co.uk”

Competition Semi Synthetic 
Millers Engine Oil – CTV 20W50



Having only scratched the surface of the Australian-built Cooper S 
last month, I thought it worth digging out a later MkI S to show 

some of the main features on how they had evolved.

The car shown in the photo isn’t the latest of the YKG 2S2 MkI S 
produced at BMC’s Zetland factory. But it does have most of the 
features that had evolved with the model as the ‘Plan A’ local content 
quota built car, albeit still to be fully achieved. It carries a chassis/car 
number near the mid 4,300 period so that means it has near 3,850 
cars having been built before it plus near on 1,150 after it, before the 
transition to the Australian MkII S. What this means is this car has the 
local itinerary of body panels developed to suit Australian conditions 
and content quotas. Features such as the following:- 

Strengthened ‘B’ pillar - recognisable by the fact that it bulges 
outwards to incorporate an extra plate held within the confines for 
additional seatbelt mounting strength.
 
Simplified boot floor – the early UK sourced items all had the central 
spare wheel clamping bracket. A feature that was ‘there’ but not 
utilised on the Australian cars because the boot board was deemed 
the clamping mechanism. The local pressing simply had 2 ribs pressed 
upward to give the floor some rigidity. 

Also boot related is the all important boot board brackets and the 
fuel tanks’ PVC breather pipe tabs. All Australian Cooper Ss were 
built with the brackets pop-riveted into position prior to painting. 
RHD breather pipe tabs though, aren’t a feature of all cars. In reality 
there are 3 distinct methods, the first being ‘2 holes only’ in the 
seat brace near the RHD tank. Second method was to actually apply 
spring metal clips to the two holes. Then finally metal tabs were 
spot welded in place of the metal clips and there were an additional 
3 tabs placed across the underside of the parcel shelf. Simply as a 
measure to hold the PVC breather pipes out of harms way before 
they exited the opposite side’s boot floor. The car shown has the 
metal tab method installed.

Floorpan – probably the biggest deviation from the UK-sourced item 
was the introduction of the local floorpan pressing. One of those 
‘out of sight, out of mind things’ engineered to incorporate captive 
nuts for securing the full length skid plates fitted to the underside as 
an attempt to protect the now re-routed straight along the floorpan  
hydrolastic lines. To achieve this a raised rib had to continue through 
the front footwells. Additionally, the battery cable plus brake and fuel 
lines were also enclosed within them. 

Front panel – Australian Minis and Cooper Ss had a number of 
variations throughout production. This car is from the era of 
spotwelded diagonal brace for the 13 row oil cooler and narrow 
numberplate holder. Essentially Australian Minis have an additional 
holder for that little extra ground clearance and there are two 
different types. With so many front panels being ex-UK, BMC 
Australia simply devised a folded bracket that mounted to the UK-
spaced front panel brackets and tapered down to the length of an 
Australian numberplate. When finally a local front panel came on 
stream in 1967 the front panel mounting brackets were positioned to 
the length of an Australian numberplate.

Windscreen wiper panel – around 300 cars prior to this Snow white 
example’s production, the most visually obvious alteration was made. 
Early cars used the Lucas DR3A wiper motor with the wipers pointed 
to the RHD driver’s side when parked. In the early 4,000s car number 
period the new Lucas Australian 12AUW wiper motor was introduced 
to production. With this unit the wipers swept and parked from the 
opposite side and gave a better line of vision for the driver. It also 
brought about modification to the windscreen panel pressing around 
where the wiper pivots poke through.
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OLD STUFF − Stephen DaltonCOOPER

Cooper S at Como 
House – Heritage listed 
Melbourne property

Two of the 
breather pipe 
tabs on the seat 
brace. The 3 for 
the underside of 
the parcel shelf 
are there, just not 
visible in this frame

The Aussie 
bootfloor pressing

First time I saw the car. The wide BMC Oz Special Tuning ‘Flares’ 
are slight overkill on S Rims. Especially when designed to cover 6 
inch Minilites. Front Nudge bar was a popular factory accessory



That setup would, over the years, and probably still does, have these 
late Mk1 Ss referred to by some, as Mk1.5 or even “You know the MkI 
with the MkII body.” This of course putting the cart before the horse! 
Mind you, when new, it wasn’t even a MkI because that ideology didn’t 
happen until it was necessary to differentiate them. 

This particular car sold new through the small BMC dealer, Apex 
Service Station in St Arnaud - 47 years ago in July 1968. Its 1275 engine 
slots within very early 9F/Sa/Y 49000 sequenced UK production. All 
accounts suggest that for a Cooper S it led a pretty sheltered life under 
Albert’s care in the Wimmera wheat harvest district of country Victoria.

Having first clapped my eyes on this car, in what is now the best part of 
30 years ago, I can’t exactly recall whether then owner Jill was second 
or third owner. I think the later. It was however, a very original example 
as a then mere 19 year old car. An age many others had been lost for 
good or were already slumbering away in a shed awaiting restoration. 
Jill’s shopping trolley was the exception, with her husband into Triumph 
sports cars. 

Circumstances changed and it moved to Ken’s care in the late 1980s 
to maintain the status quo for the next 3 or so years. If memory serves 
me correct, it was then consigned to a classic car auction and Martin 
became its new owner. Being successful in the Melbourne vehicle repair 
trade, the next time I saw it it was minus the door mirrors, headlamp 
stoneguards (a sign of its country life) and the BMC Australian ‘nudge 
bar’ and Special Tuning wing extensions (‘flares’ to us Aussies). Having 
had the lads give the car a birthday in the way of exterior, engine bay 
and boot paint, freshened up its all original ‘never welded’ panels. Little 
bit of a pity in a way, having been pretty much factory down to the plug 
leads. But it did look nice freshened up. 

The stand out feature of this car is the totally original second style MkI 
interior, with its distinctive red tone making for a visual treat. Especially 
given that the original Westminster carpet has survived, when so many 
others were gone or very tired. It’s also a car whereby the bootboard 
colour was standardised to black vinyl regardless of interior colour. 
Although BMC Australia had gone to colour matching seatbelts! 

Given the car was factory produced as a monotone Snow white car, 
meaning the car’s ID Plate only lists the single colour on it, I recall 
catching up with Martin once and he’d decided to get the lads to add a 
(factory colour) Special Burgundy roof to brighten it up. He thought it 
looked a bit too Mini De Luxe in all over white. But had it been factory 
produced with the alternative roof colour then that would have been 
stamped on the ID plate too, with the roof colour listed first. Meaning 
the top stamping is the top! 

At one of the 90s Coopers at Como events here in Melbourne 
(probably 1995 when Rog ‘The Hat’ Wall was guest judge), I introduced 
Keith from Sydney who was on the lookout for a Cooper S to Martin. 
What eventuated was that he quickly became quite fond of this car, 
complete with its original, rare to find, dealer-issued handbook and 
under 69,000 miles from new. Negotiations saw Keith offering the 
necessary piles of Australian dollars to see the car venture to Sydney. 

The move north meant it lost its original registration plate – because 
Australia couldn’t even come up with a consistent railway system – 
hardly surprisingly each state or territory has its own ‘non-transferable’ 
car registrations. I guess small mercy’s they came up with one 
monetary system, but Sydneysiders have always had to pay ‘Sydney-Tax’ 
for the privilege to be close to that harbour!

Keith did more of the same with the car, showing it at events regularly 
and also acquired and restored an Aussie Crystal white MkII S with blue 
interior and so he almost had a pigeon pair. Although it’s probably 6 or 
7 years since I touched base with him, at that point he’d been made an 
offer for the MkII S that he decided was too good to refuse. At the time 
he was keen to maintain ownership of the MkI S. If he has parted with it 
since though it will have only been because he was given another offer 
he couldn’t refuse! 

Stephen Dalton
Photos - S Dalton
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Front footwell showing the rib created that helps enclose 
the Hydro lines

Stand out all red interior for 
this late MkI S., All original 
Westminster carpet, full pleat 
seats and 8 pleat door cards 
as fitted at Zetland

Lucas Australia 12AUW wiper motor

Strengthened ‘B’ pillar



THE ARCHIVE − Robert Young
Sportscar magazine

This month I have a couple of photocopies 
sent in from Neil Anderson on Mini 

topics and the first of which is from 1965 
Sportscar magazine. It’s not one I’ve seen 
about much but it says it is the monthly 
publication of the Brands Hatch & Mallory 
Park Motor Clubs, the Snetterton Motor 
Racing Club and Club Lotus – So, somewhat 
of a specialised publication, which is why, I 
guess, it didn’t survive long. The copy Neil 
has sent in, however, concentrated on the 
success of the Mini, noting at that time that 
at least a million Minis had been built; 42,000 

of them Coopers of one description or another and they attribute much 
of that sales figure down to the racing and rallying success of the Mini. This 
was written 5½ years after ADO15 was first launched, thus probably in the 
spring of 1965 and so in the Minis heyday really. 

As we know, despite its success, the Mini was a slow starter as, 
perhaps, because the new concept was so radical it took time for 
the public to accept it. Oddly, it was not until the rich and famous 
took to it as a run-about that it began to gain favour with the 
general public. Soon the cars found their way onto race circuits and 
the international rally scene, and it wasn’t long before the public 
gazed in amazement at the little car running circles around much 
more powerful cars and the die was cast. The sight, latterly, of John 
Rhodes smoking his Mini’s tyres in his unique sideways driving style 
on the race tracks is the stuff of legends, as is the first Monte Carlo 
Rally win of Paddy Hopkirk in 1964. At the time of the article it was 
noted that there were 19 different Mini models available, which 
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is quite staggering. Variants were a plenty as, indeed, were the 
selection of power plants – from a modest 70mph top speed to one 
that could fly well past 100mph – all very much in the same compact 
package of just 10 feet long.

Accompanying this short article was a nice crop photos of the Mini 
in competition but, sadly, the scan from Neil does not reproduce 
well enough for publication and so you’ll have to take my word for 
it. However, I did find copies of the same photos in my personal 
collection, so instead reproduce those here.

Small Car magazine

Next up we have an article from Small Car magazine about the Peter 
Sellers Mini from their March 1964 issue. Many will know that the late 
actor was a big car nut, having owned and sold no less than 80 cars over 
a 15 year period - I call that being a car dealer myself! 

Being of substantial means, Sellers set about getting the ultimate Mini 
built (in his eyes) to add to his collection. This well documented car 
was distinguished by its dark paintwork and ‘wickerwork’ treatment 
along the sides of the car. I never warmed to the car but that’s just me I 
guess. The car reportedly cost a whopping £2,600 to build, which, in its 
day, (March 1964) what a large chunk of cash.

Sellers handed his new Mini Cooper over to the renowned 
coachbuilders Hooper Motor Services and gave then carte blanch to 
do whatever they wanted to transform the car into a Sellers’ special. 
Money, he said, was no object. And so it was that Hooper’s added 
and modified almost everything to give the car more luxurious 
comfort and a unique appearance. The list of modifications to the 
car is extensive; from a new heater system, electric windows, posh 

Rauno Aaltonen racing at the Motor 6 hours in 1963



Bentley headlights together with their trade mark side repeater 
lights on the pillars, down to a twin speaker stereo system and, 
of course, the latest anti-thief proof locks. There was thick pile 
carpet and retrimmed leather everywhere. After all the metal 
work was re-chromed, the reworked body was repainted in 
Roman purple. Then came the bill of £2,600 and to which the 
great man did not bat an eye. 

Sellers, at that time, filming ‘A shot in the Dark’, was reportedly 
delighted with the car, saying that, although he owned more 
expensive prestige cars, none gave him the same degree of 
pleasure that the Mini gave and that included his E-Type and 
Ferrari. Despite little use, through his then work commitments, he 
vowed never to part with the car. What became of 57PJ?  I’m sure 
our Coachbuilt Registrar, Steve Burkinshaw, will know something 
to add it this story. 

Robert Young
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MINI Challenge racing at the MINI Festival 
Oulton Park 8th August 2015 By David Young

COMPETITION

The long trip up North has become the yearly crusade to Oulton Park, a 
fabulous circuit in the Cheshire countryside and albeit five hours each way 

but well worth it.  Unfortunately, only a one day meeting due to restrictions on 
how many full weekends MSV are allowed by the local council planners to run.

Great weather was the order of the day with Friday practice and Saturday 
racing tacking place in glorious sunshine.  Plenty of Sunscreen required.

Coopers

Nathan Harrison and Simon Walton had a brilliant days racing, whereas Ricky 
Page, the leader going into the second half of the Championship, had an awful 
day. Certainly one he will wish to forget as it may well have cost him the 
championship and not just the lead.  Simon Walton had his Rob Simms Cooper 
back to its usual performance taking pole, a second place in the first race and 
a third place, as well as fastest lap, in their last race.  Nathan Harrison in his 
Coastal run Cooper had a second in qualifying, then a win, with fastest lap 
and a third in the two races.  Ricky had a third in qualifying, struggling with the 
setup of his car. He came third in the first race after a 5 second penalty and an 
exclusion in the last race after another infringement; all this after some really 
tough close racing.  The race stewards are taking a very tough stance hopefully 
to control some of the wild driving, (just saying!). Mark Wakefield also had a 
great set of results with a third and win to give him sum much needed points in 
the Championship.

Both of the races were brilliant to watch with the race for lead constantly 
changing among the top six and other battles further down being equally 
exiting. One other driver stands out as having a great day and that is Henry 
Neal in his Team Dynamics Cooper (Britax Cooper look alike). He was fourth 
in practice, sixth in the first race and second in the last race and thus his first 
visit to the podium.  What a shame his Dad was not there to share in his glory 
as he was in is his Works Honda at Snetterton.

Going into Donington for the penultimate races on 19th September, Nathan 
Harrison is in the lead on 682 points with Ricky Page on 622 points. So, it is 
all to play for with 6 races still to take place and a dropped score still to taken 
into account.

Gen3/JCW.

After lots of testing on Friday the Gen 3 cars were looking great out on track.  
The JCWs also have a very exciting race within a race, with the quickest 
drivers being right behind any Gen 3 car that is not making great times.  The 
teams have at last began to make the Gen 3 cars work better with ongoing 
development in the cars by Total Track and setup changes by the teams.  
Both Chris Osborne and Luke Reade changed teams coming into Oulton 
Park. Guest drivers were Chris James of ES Racing, Henry Gilbert ex MINI 
Challenge Champion, Calum and Steve King run by ES Racing and Scott Adam 
run by LD Racing.

Charlie Butler-Henderson was back racing after missing 3 races at Brands due 
to work commitments. Fastest in Qualifying, a win in the first race and a second 
in the last race. William Phillips was bang on form, with a second in qualifying, a 
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Max Bladon leading Ricky Page, Henry Neal, Mark Wakefield 
Nathan Harrison & Simon Walton out of Old Hall

Simon Walton leading Henry Neal, Mark Wakefield, Ricky 
Page, Adam Davey & Max Blandon into Hislops

The start of the 1st Race, William Phillips in front with Charlie 
Butler- Henderson behind, Sam Osborne and David Grady 
either side

Charlie Butler Henderson leading the pack in Race 1



COMPETITION

second in the first race, but an unfortunate set of circumstances saw him 
only make ninth in the last race. Rob Smith had an awful day with tenth in 
qualifying and two DNFs!

Neil Newstead in the JCW class was quickest in qualifying, no change 
there, a second in the first race and a win in the last race. Hamish Brandon 
kept him honest with a second in qualifying, a win in the first race and a 
second in the last race. Kevin O’Connor having a third in qualifying, a third 
in the first race and a second in the last race also had a great day with his 
rebuilt engine after a water leak at Brands. 

Qualifying was great to watch with some drivers waiting for clear air to 
put in some quick laps and then return to the pits to save the tyres for 
the race, with some just practicing quick laps and returning to the pits for 
changes to be made.  The Gen 3 cars sound and look amazing with their 
sequential gearboxes and exhausts flaming, bit like the BTCC!

Well, the first race was red flagged after the opening lap due to a collision 
between the three Gen3 cars of Henry Gilbert, Chris Boon and Chris 
James. They all thought they could fit into Cascades together, wrong!  
The race being restarted and shortened after a clear up that lasted a long 
15 minutes.  The restart saw a much better start from Charlie Butler-
Henderson who stormed into the front and stayed there, William Phillips 
tucked in behind him and stayed put with Lee Pattison grabbing third in 
his rebuilt car and broken wrist!.  JCWs had Hamish Brandon getting the 
better of Neil Newstead in his Oakfield Motorsport car after bogging 
down on the restart. Neil had a great race, what was left of it, in defending 
from Kevin O’Connor while trying to catch Hamish Brandon.  Not enough 
laps were left!  12 minutes racing and 7 laps.

Race 2 was the last race of the day.  The Gen3 cars being the headline 
races of the weekend.  This race was reduced to seven minutes racing this 
time with the safety car being deployed after William Phillips spun his car 
on the opening lap after a tap from behind. This saw him collide with five 
other cars, those of Chris James again, Henry Gilbert again, Rob Smith (all 
in Gen 3 cars) and the two JCWs of Jason Jefferys and Calum King.  The 
rest of the pack missing him on what is the narrowest part of the circuit at 
Old Hall (where I normally stand!). Well, round and round they went while 
the cars were recovered and track cleaned, the time getting nearer and 
nearer to the curfew imposed at Oulton Park.

Seven minutes left and the last race became a 3 lap sprint with Lee 
Pattison coming out on top followed by Charlie Butler-Henderson 

Oulton Park Results

Coopers Qualifying Race 1 Race 2

1 Simon Walton Nathan Harrison Mark Wakefield

2 Nathan Harrison Simon Walton Henry Neal

3 Ricky Page Mark Wakefield Natan Harrison

Gen 3

1 Charlie Butler-
Henderson

Charlie Butler-
Henderson

Lee Pattison

2 William Phillips William Phillips Charlie Butler-
Henderson

3 Lee Pattison Lee Pattison David Grady

JCW

1 Neil Newstead Hamish Brandon Neil Newstead

2 Hamish Brandon Neil Newstead Kevin 
O'Connor

3 Kevin O'Connor Kevin O'Connor Hamish 
Brandon
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Hamish Brandon being pushed by Neil Newstead in Race 1

The Lunchtime Grid Walk

The six Gen 3 drivers lined up for the Lunchtime Bike Sprint!

Charlie Butler Henderson winning the first Gen 3 race



COMPETITION

and David Grady.  The JCWs saw Neil Newstead with some superb racing 
move up from fourth on the grid to first betting Kevin O’Connor and Hamish 
Brandon to the flag.  A disappointing amount of actual racing possibly due to 
having large grids and cars of very equal performance on a narrow track.  But 
hey, that’s racing!

After leaving Oulton Park the overall Championship leader is David Grady with 
Lawrence Davey in second and Ryan Rhode in third.  Charlie Butler-Henderson 
is down in fourth place after missing the three rounds at Brands.

David Young

OVERAL POINTS as at 8th August 2015

POSITION No.# DRIVER POINTS

GEN 3

1 #61 David Grady 562

2 #19 Lawrence Davey 533

3 #71 Ryan Rhode 510

4 #15 Charlie Butler-Henderson 477

5 #17 William Phillips 468

6 #24 Lee Pattison 456

7 #37 Rob Smith 439

8 #16 Harry Vaulkhard 417

9 #13 Bence Balogh 365

10 #46 Sam Osborne 282

JCW

1 #77 Neil Newstead 729

2 #8 Hamish Brandon 596

3 #32 Alan Taylor 490

4 #66 Steve Ruxton-Cocker 389

5 #99 Kevin O'Connor 381

6 #73 Erkka Lindstedt 332

7 #5 Jason Jefferys 250

8 #105 Clayton Kingman 144

9 #7 Craig Freeman 103

Coopers

1 #27 Nathan Harrison 682

2 #3 Ricky Page 622

3 #18 Mark Wakefield 525

4 #9 Simon Walton 466

5 #11 Max Bladon 365

6 #42 Henry Neal 349

7 #98 Darren Chatt 347

8 #76 Jo Polley 344

9 #21 Adam Davey 315

10 #88 Jon Attard 305
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Luke Reade leading Bence Balogh and Chris 
Osbourne around Lodge Corner into Deer Leap

David Grady celebrating with Charlie Butler-Henderson

The Gen 3 F56 Cars post qualifying scrutineering

 Drivers will be allowed to drop a score at end of the season



At Mini Sport our ability to revive exhausted cars has become recognized
internationally. Decades of knowledge and skill has established us as 
experts in restoration and with hundreds of resurrected cars in our 
collective archive, we continue to restore classic cars with stable 
dedication and detail.

‘Motorsport Advanced Developments’ the engineering division of Mini
Sport. Striving for an exceptional driving experience, M.A.D manufacture
precision products for popular car companies and F1 teams, working closely
with the Mini Sport technicians and Rally team to understand and develop
upon the engineering requirements for the Mini automotive industry.    

The Rolling Road is a contemporary engineering feature, which allows 
us to tune your vehicle and diagnose problems for optimum performance
with emphasis on power and efficiency. At Mini Sport this innovation is
also utilized to prep Minis for competition and maintain cars with 
exceptional racing credentials. 

At the Mini Sport Bodyshop & Spray Centre, we are committed to 
re-conditioning tired exteriors with full bodywork restorations, accident 
repairs, body panel replacements and metal re-sprays. Tailored services
help abolish rust and rejuvenate cars to showroom condition with your 
personal vision in mind.

Engineering excellence built on over 48 years of tradition. Through 
precision machine work, advanced technique &  continuous development,
we at Mini Sport have gained notable reputation as world leaders in 
modified performance parts. Our adept craftsmen pride themselves on
providing improved performance & reliability for Road, Rally & Race Track. 

- Keeping Mini’s on the road since 1967 -

Exclusive ranges

Our staff are always ready & waiting to help:
Mini Sport, Thompson St., Lancs, BB12 7AP | Call Now: 01282 778731

Huge Showroom
Fully Stocked Warehouse Over 13,000 Quality Mini Parts Available At Great Prices!

Our fully equipped workshop, complete with expert technicians, has been
installed with specialized fitting and servicing suites to ensure that your
Mini is always road-ready. With the inclusive addition of a free health-check,
we guarantee a comprehensive service for every vehicle at Mini Sport. 

Mini Restoration Engine Remanufacturing & Tuning

Precision Engineering M.A.D Fitting & Servicing

Bodyshop & Spray Centre Rolling Road Tuning Centre

PARTS & ACCESSORIES SINCE 1967
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COMPETITION

Bugatti Owners club members’ day at Prescott hill Climb 
A Mini view By Cliff Porter

On Saturday 8th August I popped along to this meeting as I thought a few Minis would be 
present.  The Marcos Owners Club had booked the venue for their annual weekend/

Sunday day out.  I was not disappointed as there was an example of a Mini Marcos and also a 
Midas on display.

I met up with fellow MCR members Andy and Matt Clarke who regularly compete and also take 
part in the DEWS series.  As usual the atmosphere was very friendly with lots of banter.  Andy 
usually competes in his Alfa but since his trip on Minis to Monte in 2014 he has used his 1960 Mini 
Traveller/Countryman for a few events.  As I chatted with them I noticed that one of the other 
competitors had added a sticker to the rear door window – ‘No tool are left in this van overnight.’  
As I watched him approach the start line for his second practice run and another sticker had been 
put on his car – ‘P – New driver.’

In class 2 – Up to 2 litre Saloon Cars, Claire and Mark Tooth were sharing their 1380cc Clubman 
1275 GT and Julian Harber had his 1330cc Clubman.

The competitive runs started after the lunch break and I chose to observe proceedings close to 
the Esses.  The meeting also included a variety of motorbikes including ones with sidecars!  They 
must be brave or mad.

Here are the results – 1st run, 2nd run

Class: 2 Up to 2 litre Saloon Cars
  1st run      2nd run
42 Julian Harber Leyland Mini Clubman 1330 52.71    - 52.62  
41  Claire Tooth Austin Mini 1275 GT 1380 58.22     - 60.92
741  Mark Tooth Leyland Mini 1275GT 1380 59.07   - 58.24

Class P3, The BOC Aldon Automotive Classic Saloon Cars built up to and including 1971 (Handicap)
Record: Ian Moss, Hillman Imp, 1200cc, 49.98secs (27/06/10)
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COMPETITION

Bugatti Owners club members’ day at Prescott hill Climb 
A Mini view

Class: P3 Classic Saloon Cars built up to and including 1971 Record: Ian Moss, Ford 
Escort BDA Mk1, 1985cc, 48.78secs (08/08/15), Target Time: 50.00secs

     Handicap  1st  2nd
80  Andy Clarke Austin Mini 1380  58.00  0.16  58.97  58.16
81  Matt Clarke Austin Mini 1380   53.12  0.72  54.08  53.84
79  Brian Ashley Austin A35 1293   61.00  0.98  60.74 60.02 

Although Ian Moss in his Escort created a new class record he did not win the handicapped 
P3 class.  Not sure how the handicap system works but I will check out the rules at the next 
meeting on 5th and 6th September and report on it next time. However, I am really pleased that 
an A35 won the class, as it was the first car I bought as a teenager and which I rallied, repaired 
and restored!

Cliff Porter
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Croft Nostalgia/Historic Sports Car Club Race Meeting
By Niall Cook

COMPETITION

The weekend of the 8th and 9th of August marked the sixth running 
of the annual Croft Nostalgia/Historic Sports Car Club race meet 

at the Croft Circuit near Darlington. The MCR were well represented 
once again, with a great line up of cars on both days, including those 
of the Newcastle & Durham and Scottish Region members.  Out 
on the track and contesting the HSCC’s ‘Bybox’ Historic Touring 
Car Championship were seven Minis that included those of former 
champion Roger Godfrey, and new kid on the block Jonathan 
Milicevic. Dry conditions for both races meant none of them troubled 
the prize giving table sadly. But the racing was the traditional thrill-fest 
and off track there were the usual plethora of things to entertain folk, 
such as the Vulcan Bomber flyover on the Sunday being a particular 
highlight. Our thanks to all those who kindly displayed their cars and 
the many others attending. 

We look forward to more of the same in 2016!  

Niall Cook
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REGISTERS

Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Magnesium Sump plate

Back in June you may recall that I wrote 
a piece about the magnesium sump plate 
that I was kindly given by Rod Sharman 
for my car. This was the first time that I’d 
ever seen one of these little sump plates 
in magnesium. The weight difference 
between the steel and magnesium item 
is remarkable – 5½ lbs compared to 1¼ 
lbs. As with all of these things, you come 
across an item once in a life time and 
then a second one turns up a few months 
later! I’m not sure if the publicity that I 
gave to this magnesium guard rang a bell 
in someone’s head, but I was offered 

another just a few weeks ago. Not being greedy, nor a hoarder, I resisted 
the temptation to make an offer for it and so it may well, by now, have 
found another suitable home and, hopefully, onto a Works car. 

It is, of course, now debatable as to the period when these magnesium 
guards were fitted from. My guess is that Abingdon were very much 
weight conscious from a very early stage, especially in group 3 guise and 
despite the cars carrying much excess weight of umpteen bits of essential 
rally kit, the cars were always built with weight in mind. Certainly the 
Moke guard, be it in steel or magnesium, would only ever be used on 
smooth events. Did the magnesium version come on stream when the 
magnesium Minilites were produced in late 1966, or did Abingdon procure 
a set of magnesium sump plates earlier, replacing the steel Moke guards 
readily available at that time through normal BMC channels? With the 
Moke itself being produced from January 1964 onwards, it’s unlikely such 
a guard of any material would have been fitted prior to then, although, of 
course, prototypes were around well before 1964, so who knows?

CRX 90B with Rauno Aaltonen

The Goodwood Revival will be over by the time that you read this 
but those of you who did go, and attended early on the Saturday 

morning, would have seen Rauno Aaltonen driving round the circuit 
in John Littman’s Ex-Works car CRX 90B. John very kindly loaned 
his car out for Rauno to use, as this was part of the winning auction 
bid given out by Swiftune at their Mini Festival meeting at Brands 
Hatch earlier in July.  Bill Cleyndert had bid a very generous sum 
of £600 to be driven around a few laps of Goodwood by Rauno 
Aaltonen and Nick Swift persuaded John that it would be a grand 
idea for him to let Rauno drive his car. Nick had recently built the 
engine for John’s car, so there was a lot of faith by Nick that the car 
could stand up to it. Well done John for loaning out the car and well 
done to Nick Swift and all at Swiftune for raising £11,228 for the 
Dementia UK Charity. This also included the money from the lucky 
prize draw Swiftune promoted over a few months, where they built 
a new Roadrocket engine as a prize. A lucky winner, in Australia, 
Craig Lemon, will soon be receiving their new Swiftune engine, 
shipped out courtesy of Minis Spares.

Reliability versus originality

These old cars of ours which, if built or rebuilt exactly as they 
were in their day, will, without doubt, have some features which 
could be replaced with more modern, and by that more reliable 
components, but should we be tempted to replace these period 
items with modern and hopefully more reliable parts? Being a 
purist, I have over the years resisted the temptation to upgrade 
certain items in the quest for originality but now, for an easy life, I 
have slowly relented. 

The first item that I changed a while back was the SU fuel pump 
workings. We all know that the points on an SU fuel pump have a 
habit of going to sleep if not regularly used.  More times than I care 
to remember I have had to give the fuel pump a whack to kick start 
it. Of course, Abingdon were well used to the problems with SU 
fuel pumps and this is one reason why they used a twin ended pump 
so that if one end failed the other end could quickly be brought into 
service, simply by swapping over the earth lead. When SU introduced 
their electronic conversion kit for the SU pump, I decided that the 
time was right to build in some reliability to my old twin pump. 

I wrote a review on how to go about this conversion in the January 
2014 issue of CooperWorld.  It was, to be truthful, a bit fiddly but 
straight forward enough with clear photographic instructions included 
with the kit and, at less than £50, not bad value. Now fitted the pump 
has never missed a beat and sounds exactly the same because it is 
simply an electronic pulse moving the pump’s diaphragm up and down 
rather than the old points. It also looks exactly the same because all 
of the electronic gubins are neatly fitted under the end cap. This has 
proved totally reliable to the extent that I only converted one end, 
leaving the points at the other end – reasoning I guess was that if the 
electronics did fail I’d still, hopefully, be able to revert to the old points 
at the other end – but it’s not happened yet. So, for the cost and peace 
of mind these do get big thumbs up from me.

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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Works twin SU fuel pump under the rear seat with electronic 
internals - you can’t see or hear the difference

Swiftune’s Roadrocket engine raffle prize won at Brands Hatch 
Mini Festival
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My second recent conversion, after much deliberation, was the 
abandonment of my trusty 40979 Works distributor for an electronic 
CSI unit. I’ve had this unit for a couple of years and did fit it a while back 
(see December 2013 issue of CooperWorld for fitting information) but 
on the eve of taking the car on Minis to Ireland, I chickened out and 
reverted back to the points/condenser Works distributor. I had a fear 
of being stranded out in the middle of Ireland with a failed electronic 
distributor that I could do nothing to fix. We all know that points, 
condensers and rotors are, these days, rather unreliable but they can, 
at least, be simply changed by the roadside – electronics can’t. Well, I’ve 
put those fears of failing electronics behind me and fitted the CSI for 
keeps now. I fitted the Swiftune modified one, which allows you to dial 
in sixteen different advance curves dependant on what stage of tune 
your engine is in – this is certainly a big added bonus. 

The fitting of this CSI does involve some swapping around with the 
wiring of the coil to the distributor and in my case; I had to swap 
around the impulse wires to the revcounter to get that to work. 
To the casual observer you would never know that you were not 

running a standard Lucas distributor because the CSI uses a new 
Lucas pattern body, all that is missing is the number stamping on the 
side. This, of course, is another added bonus with using the CSI – you 
get a brand new distributor with no slack or wear in the bearings 
and dog drive so the price tag of £260 is quite reasonable.  The only 
other minor visual addition is that there are two wires that exit the 
CSI instead of the one low tension cable that is found on a standard 
points and condenser unit – and with these two cables encased in 
a cable sheath, detection is unlikely. It is, of course, inside where 
the difference is seen. Gone are the set of points along with the 
condenser – all we have is a top quality rotor arm on a base-plate. 
Tuning and setting up the CSI is straight forward as are the selection, 
via a small screw, of the various advance curves.  

In use I have to say that the car starts much better, probably due to 
a much healthier spark. It also seems to pick up better and, as I run a 
648 camshaft, this is quite noticeable. To top it all I think it uses less 
fuel, largely because you don’t have to use the throttle so much. As 
to power, well, I’ve no conclusion on that one but if the smoothness 
is an indication of better torque, it’s likely to have more power too. 
Having said all that, I’ll still be taking my old distributor along with me, 
just in case of an electronic failure - so I’ll be able to swap back if all 
else fails. You can never be too careful!

ORX 777F – correction

Following on from last month’s piece when I wrote about Dermott 
Simpson’s car, which he and his team had admirably restored in 
double quick time for the 60th celebrations of BMC/BL in Motor 
sport at Silverstone - I incorrectly stated that the car still needed 
the correct rollover bar. This was not so, as Dermott had found and 
refitted the correct Aley rollover bar for his car. The error came 
from earlier correspondence from Dermott when he told me he 
was still hoping to locate the bar from the previous owner. The 
original rollover bar had been abandoned in place of a full roll cage 
that the owner had to fit to the car in order to allow him to continue 
competing in it at the time. 

Until next month

Robert Young

The CSI distributor in a Lucas type 23D4 body on a Cooper S 
looks virtually indistinguishable from the standard unit other than 
the twin wires from the low tension side

The CSI distributor in the Lucas 43D body for non Cooper S 
engines looks equally indistinguishable from a standard unit other 
than looking inside to just find a rotor arm and nothing else

Cooper S Mk 1 Register

Following on from last month’s musings 
over the barn find 1071 ‘S’ registered 
AMW 225B, another apparently 
similar car turned up on that well 
known internet auction site and which 
prompted enquiries from several 
prospective purchasers. This time, 
however, it was very much a case of 
caveat emptor as this one had more 
than a few problems.

The first thing you might notice from 
the photographs is that the car is 
Island blue/white and with the correct 

interior trim for a car finished in that 
colour scheme. However, the first Island 

blue Cooper S wasn’t built until April 1965 and I’m afraid the reality is 
that there were no factory built Island blue 1071 or 970 S’s. 

The following is a direct quote from the auction listing “…. it appears 
to be an original and unmolested 1964 1071cc Cooper S, evidenced 
by the Heritage Certificate, which shows it was delivered to the 
Yeovil dealer in June 1964 but not sold until May 1965 when it was 
first registered.  As it was a very late 1071, it has the very rare type of 
sun visors which hinge outwards and clip above the doors to give sun 
protection from the side.  These are very rarely seen on 1071 cars.” 
I think only a visually impaired person would think this an original and 
unmolested 1071.

Simon Wheatcroft
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Now, the swinging sun visors; to say these are rarely seen on 1071 
cars is quite true because they shouldn’t be there at all and neither 
should the interior light switches in the door jamb or the 850 door 
cables. Finally, one rather important item that would have been 
evidenced by the Heritage Certificate that was not included in the 
description is that the car was originally Almond green/Old English 
white. I could go on and on and on but I think you know where this 
is all heading.

The car had been bid up to in excess of £20,000 with reserve not 
met before the auction was ended because the item was no longer 
available. Incidentally, a date for your diary, the last 1071 Ss were 
built on the 31st August 1964 which was a Monday. Contrary to 
the general consensus that S’s were flying out of the showrooms 
in 1964 and 65, I have quite a few 1071 Ss that were registered in 
1965 and a couple of cars that were not registered until 1966. This 
was presumably because most buyers wanted a 1275 engined S at 
that time.

Other than that it has been quite quiet on the Mk 1 S front this month.

Simon Wheatcroft
 

DYC 255C as offered for sale recently in Island Blue/OEW

DYC engine bay - how many incorrect details can you spot?

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Late August and back from my holidays 
so normal service will now resume 
following last issues ‘rest’. Hopefully, 
you’ve made full use of the many events 
that have taken place over the summer 
to get out and about and enjoy your 
Mk11 ‘S’.

Now straight to the register and some 
interesting activity to report on. First, 
we have Russ Swift registering his Sandy 
beige and Snowberry white Morris 
registered AMF 201H and a new car to 
the register. Russ needs no introduction 
to Mini fans out there and you will 
have, no doubt at sometime, witnessed 
his incredible driving displays usually 

in our favourite little car. Russ used to own an outstanding Tartan 
red and black Mk11 ‘S’ back in the 1980s and has always regretted 
selling that car (KCM 86F). AMF, as you can see from the photos, 
is a worthy replacement. The car was built on 26th of November 
1968 so is an early example of a 4 syncromesh gearbox car. It was 
immediately despatched to Stewart and Arden in Acton London, a 
major Morris distributor, probably for further distribution within the 
dealer network. The fact that the car was not registered for the road 
until 16th January 1970,  over 13 months later, is not uncommon and 
shows how, perhaps, the market was starting to cool for the ‘S’ type 
at this stage.

Nick Hunter

Russ Swifts recent buy AMF 201H

Underbonnet of AMF 201H
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being introduced in September 1968. The seller at auction and 
restorer of the car was a Mr Phillip Davies, a retired time served 
Austin mechanic who had worked on Minis all his life. He had 
purchased the car in May 2014 in a dismantled state, the prior 
owner having stripped the car down in 1999 with the intention 
of doing a complete restoration, however it was never finished. 
It became apparent that the bodyshell had been repaired in all 
the usual places but to a poor standard. So, the decision was 
taken to start again and carry out a full nut and bolt restoration. 
The shell was completely stripped back and the following items 
replaced. The complete passenger compartment floor, boot floor, 
heel board, offside inner wing, inner and outer ‘A’ panels on both 
sides, both front wings, front panel, both doors, rear valance 
and scuttle panel. Importantly, all the panels were sourced from 
either Heritage or M-Machine and the shell jig mounted to ensure 
excellent panel fit. The shell was then painted in its original colour 
of Snowberry white and black. 

Russ says the car is in excellent condition and very original. The 
previous owner, Mr Tom Pegg of Darlington, bought the car in 1987 
and the only modifications he made were the fitting of halogen 
headlamps and an exterior mirror, the original headlamps were 
supplied with the car and Russ intends to refit them. Mr Pegg 
clearly cherished the car covering just 6,000 miles in the 28 years 
he owned it, this is backed up by MOT’s all the way back to 1987. 
AMF currently sits with 12,000 miles on the odometer but Russ says 
he currently has no evidence to suggest this is correct, although he 
believes the engine and gearbox to be the originals. If anyone has 
any memories of the cars early life please contact me and I’ll pass 
the information on to Russ.

As you can see from the photos the car is in stunning condition. It 
has the desirable factory fit reclining front seats and a lovely set of 
period Irvin seat belts - nice touches. Under the bonnet everything 
looks just right including what looks like the original radiator and 
oil cooler pipes. Apart from the recliners the interior is all standard 
Mk11 ‘S’ as it would have left Longbridge. A great car so thanks to 
Russ for registering it and hopefully it will be along to an event in the 
future. In fact that’s given me a great idea for the register display for 
next year - I wonder how good the handbrake is? 

Next we have new MCR member Neal Ward from Devon 
registering his recent buy, MFR 666F. A Snowberry white 
and black Austin, MFR was offered for sale at the Silverstone 
Auctions sale at the Silverstone Classic event in late July and is 
yet another new car for the register. It was built on 4th July 1968 
and registered by Mann Egerton of Wimbledon on 15th July. So it 
just made it as an ‘F’ plate suffix prior to ‘G’ coming in on August 
1st. The engine number prefix 9F-SA-Y confirms the car was 
built as a 3 syncromesh gearbox car, the four syncromesh box 

Neil Ward, post auction having just bought MFR 666F

Rare ‘Irvin’ belts in AMF 201H

MFR 666F

Interior of AMF 201H
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Turning next to the mechanicals, the engine was completely 
stripped, checked and then fully rebuilt with all necessary new parts 
including new pistons. The gearbox was also stripped, checked then 
reassembled with new bearings and baulk rings. The entire braking 
system was replaced with new parts including; discs, callipers and 
rear drums together with all brake lines and the servo was also 
rebuilt. Both subframes were stripped and found to be in good order 
so were powder coated and built up with all new parts including new 
rear radius arms. Other replaced parts included a new steering rack, 
wiring loom, master cylinders and the carburettors were overhauled.  
A very thorough restoration then by a time served BMC mechanic. 
The photos show that this is an excellent rebuild and a credit to the 
restorer’s skills. As bought, the car has completed just 30 miles post 
rebuild so Neal will be carefully running it in. Another great car to add 
to the register and, again, one I’m looking forward to seeing at some 
point so thanks for registering it Neal. 

Elsewhere, and continuing the Snowberry white theme, my old 
white and black Mk11 ‘S’, VUY 735G, has recently changed hands. 
Richard Davies, who I sold the car to, was looking for a change and 
sold the car to a well known local car dealer. It was advertised by 
the dealer for £39,995, and showing just how popular classic Minis 
are at the moment it sold within a week. It really is a great car and 
that must be close to a record price for a Mk11 ‘S’. I hope the new 
owner will be in touch to register it so we can keep track of it on its 
future adventures.

That’s all for now

Nick Hunter 

Engine bay of MFR 666F

Kevin and Samantha’s MKII Cooper

Underside of MFR 666F

Cooper Mk 2 Register

Last month I mentioned that I suspected a lot of MKII Coopers have 
had a 1275 engine transplant.  If I had taken a straw poll of the MKII 
Coopers entered in the Essex Region’s Coopers at Castle Combe in 
August, I would have concluded the number at 100%.

So, it was refreshing to hear from John Price with an update about 
his standard 1,000cc engined Cooper. Since the completion of the 
restoration and the rebuild of the engine it ran well last year but was 
troublesome early this year with a misfire and eventually it would 
not start. Having worked through everything from distributor to 
HT leads, the coil HT lead was found to be open circuit. John also 
found that the carbs were not quite correctly aligned on the inlet 
manifold causing an air leak and number 2 cylinder running weak. 
Having sorted these problems out with some help from a friend, the 
car ran well again which was good as he planned to take it to Peter 
Baldwin’s rolling road nearby at Wimpole. John says it was quite an 
experience. Peter found the carburettor butterflies were not opening 
fully and a couple of plug leads were suspect. Having dealt with those 
issues, sitting in the car on the rolling road with the engine cranked 
up at 6,300 rpm was an act of faith. The thought went through John’s 
mind was that if the engine survived this it would be unlikely let go 
in future.  Peter swears by Magnecor leads for his race car and, even 
though they are quite expensive, he subsequently fitted a set and 
bought a Lucas distributor cap from the ‘Doctor’.

Some years ago John fitted another cam to his car. It was such a long 
time ago that he cannot remember what it was but thinks it might have 
been a 731 but being totally unaware of what it might do. During the 
restoration he also fitted a 3 branch Maniflow exhaust manifold together 
with a tail pipe and ‘S’ needles to the carbs which resulted in a significant 
improvement in performance. The original spec gave 55 bhp at 5,800 
rpm (according to Wikipedia’s ‘A’ series engine page) and Peter got 63 
bhp at 5,800rpm (John hopes he is not kidding himself) - the final 3 bhp 
came from Peter tweaking the distributor position while at 5,800 rpm.

Graham Robinson
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Total on the road price including number plates, road tax and petrol 
was £1,093.45 as at the 18th May 1971. This equates to a figure of 
£15,120 at current day prices which won’t get you the most basic 
modern Mini Cooper although you do get a lot more car for your 
money these days - and I don’t just mean the size of the car.

Those of you with long memories might recall that back through 
1995 and 1996 Practical Classics rebuilt a Mk 3 Cooper S. Originally 
finished in Glacier white, the magazine decided to spray the car Flame 
red and gave it away via a competition at which time it was registered 
GPK 101J. The lucky winner was Alan Turvey who subsequently 
brought the car to a Mini Cooper Day at Curborough before 
emigrating to Tenerife and taking the car with him.

Alan used H2045 BBB (as it was locally registered) for a number of 
years in regularity events and hillclimbs before relocating the car to 

As a precaution with the extra power, ‘S’ discs and a servo were fitted 
during the restoration and the car goes ‘like a rocket’.  It also stops well 
compared to the none servo miniscule original 7 inch disc brakes. On 
his way back from the Silverstone Classic meeting, John had a Dodge 
Viper on his boot but managed to pull away at every roundabout. As 
you can probably guess, the Viper driver was not best pleased. It just 
goes to show you don’t necessarily need 100s of horsepower to have 
fun.  John is very pleased with the way his Cooper performs all thanks 
to the wizardry of Peter Baldwin and his rolling road.

On Saturday 22nd August 2015 it had been 51 weeks to the day since 
Kevin and Samantha Robinson’s Cooper SCV 272G last appeared at 
Coopers at Castle Combe.  In that time the car has been fully restored 
by Kevin and Samantha and thanks to their regular updates in this 
column, we have experienced the highs and lows of their project.  
I mentioned in my last report that I hoped it would be at Castle 
Combe and there it was.  It is a picture and a credit to all their hard 
work.  Kevin and Samantha are very critical of their work pointing out 
miniscule defects but it is unjustified. Shut lines are perfect and you 
would never know the problem they had with the driver’s door.  The 
verdict of two MKII Registrars, Nick Hunter and yours truly:  A brilliant 
job and I think it’s the most original looking restoration I have seen.  

Well, that is about it for this month. Thanks to everyone who has 
contacted me and please keep them coming. 

Until next month.

Happy Coopering.  

Graham Robinson

Kevin & Samantha’s MKII Cooper boot area

Original sales invoice for GYL 887J - now YKR 643J

Red interior is quite a contrast with factory black paintworkCooper S Mk 3 Register

Following on from last month’s report, 
the black car I mentioned, YKR 643J, 
had, indeed, been re-registered. Its 
original registration number was GYL 
887J which is much more in keeping 
with the supplying Austin distributors 
who were Cliftons Service Station of 
Lee, London, SE12.

The original sales receipt confirms that 
the car was a factory black example and 
was fitted with some of the then factory 
optional extras such as; a heated rear 
window at £9.14,  4½” wide wheels for 

a mere £6.53 and the ever disappointing 
Mk 3 reclining seats at £16.97.

Simon Wheatcroft
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Madrid where it still resides. Considering it has been restored for 
twenty years it still looks very smart thanks, in no small part, to the 
pleasant Canary Islands climate. It is now for sale on the Car and 
Classic website for £19,000 if you fancy a trip to Spain.

Finally, I leave you with a thought to ponder on. Did you realise that 
the back seat cushion of a Mk 3 S is the same width as the back seat 
in a modern Mini Clubman?
That’s all for this month

Simon Wheatcroft

GPK when it lived on Tenerife with rally accoutrements

GPK as featured on the cover of Practical Classics almost twenty 
years ago

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

Mk 2 Austin Cooper S Registration 
number EGC 110H

Thanks to a couple of MCR members who 
informed me of a Mk2 Austin Cooper S 
recently listed for sale on ebay. The seller 
described the car as ‘all numbers matching’ 
and that it was first registered in London. 
Its registration number indicates to me 
that it had a private plate early on in its life 
as the current plate is not under the usual 
listings.

The car concerned was a typical 
Mini Cooper in its 45th year in 
that it was a mixture of plus and 
minus features. From a coach built 

perspective the original Almond green with Snowberry white roof 
had been changed to black and the interior changed to cream 
leather. However, the downsides from the purists view included; 
a Weathershields/Britax short-length sun roof, de-seamed side 
mouldings, flared-in wheel arches and a Hornet/Elf veneered 
dashboard. At this stage I should point out that from memory, 

Steve Burkinshaw

EGC looking very much the ‘barn find’ and aptly parked in 
the countryside!

Rear shot showing the de-seamed sides and rear part of the roof gutter
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during its three days, to over 150,000 people. A future Coachbuilt 
report will highlight my involvement at the show but in the meantime 
I hope the weather was like the event – ‘Good’.

In closing this month’s report, I had just listened to a news bulletin stating 
that Lord Edward Montagu of Beaulieu had died aged 88. A true pioneer 
in motoring circles and founder of the National Motor Museum at Beaulieu 
and he had a strong influence in all matters involving our motoring hobby. 
I recall back in the summer of 1980 I had the pleasure of meeting Lord 
Montagu when he presented to me, amongst others, awards relating to 
cherished number plates. Lord Montagu arrived in his Daimler Sovereign 
bearing the 1949 London plate: MMM 1, how appropriate.

Steve Burkinshaw

Radford only de-seamed Minis from 1969 until they ceased trading 
in 1972/3 whereas, in the case of Trevor Ripley’s 1966 1275 S, W&P 
regularly removed seams and sometimes the roof gutters as well.

 Advertised as a possible Wood and Pickett conversion, in my opinion 
the front and rear Microcell seats were probably originally from a 
mid-sixties Radford on account of the different styling of the flutes; 
Radford chose vertical 50 mm wide flutes whereas W&P used a tulip 
design similar to an Aston Martin DB5/6.

Despite the good overall condition I was surprised it only reached 
£11,100 at the close of the auction, if not a member of the MCR already, 
I hope the new owner joins the club and registers the car with me.

By the time you read this report another Goodwood Revival meeting 
will have come and gone. Apparently, this unique event paid host, 

Incorrect Hornet/Elf wooden dashboard and key ignition switch 
mounted on the steering column as per later cars

Rear seats look like they just need a good clean

Front Microcell seats in need of some TLC

Note the ‘blended in’ rear wheel spat covering the protruding 
wide wheel
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Innocenti Register

This month a few changes of ownership 
to report on. Firstly, the lovely 1974 
German spec Cooper 1300 Export 
belonging to James Poole has been 
sold by James and has been bought by 
fellow Mini enthusiast Nick Spratley. 
Nick, who has owned a string of Mini’s 
over the years, had always fancied 
the idea of a little Italian built beauty 
parked in his garage.

This car is very well known in the Mini 
scene and was originally imported to the 
UK from Germany in 1981 by a soldier. It 
was used for a while and then sat around 
gathering dust in a garage for many 

years until our friend, Peter Henry, bought it around 1999. It was 
sympathetically restored only really needing one outer sill, an engine 
rebuild and a re-spray.

The car was then sold to Graham Thompson in 2005 who was 
often seen at Mini shows proudly showing off this lovely little car. 
Graham then sold it to his friend James Poole in 2011. He spent 
a considerable amount of money on parts, another re-spray and 
another engine rebuild after a few trips to IMM events in Europe 
took their toll. The car was fitted with a dealer supplied sliding 
fabric sunroof and 5’ x 10’ Firsat wheels from new, which fill the 
standard spec arches just nicely and makes this Innocenti Cooper 
stand out from the rest.

Hopefully, we’ll see Nick and his car out at about in the future and 
this lovely car will continue to grace the Mini show scene.

Finally, as I write a Belgian spec Cooper 1300 Export is up for 
sale on eBay. This is a 1973 model in the very rare factory colour 
scheme of Nero (black) body and Bianco Avorio (Ivory white) 
roof. This car is a very early Export model being the 1,844th built. 
The car is in quite a state and will need a full restoration. The 
black body and white roof wasn’t a very popular colour scheme 
during 1973 and was thus dropped the following year by Leyland 
Innocenti. I have only ever seen two factory black Innocenti Mini’s 
in over thirty years!

Hopefully, this car will be bought up by someone who understands 
just how rare it is and will give it the restoration it needs. I’ll update 
you next month with details of its new owner.

Over the past few months I’ve been asked by two different people 
what the correct factory under seal and paint finish under the 
wheel arches and floor areas are of the Innocenti Mini. Having 

studied lots of photos of cars being built, and photos sent to me 
by members during restoration of their cars, not to mention 
having had two of my own cars with good remaining under body 
protection, I can advise the following:

Body shells from the factory were first dipped in a red oxide primer. 
They were then given an under body ‘Shultz’ type under seal treatment 
to the complete floor including the inside of all wheel arches. The under 
seal to the underside of the boot floor stopped at the point of the rear 
valance and the inside of the valance was left red in oxide primer.

Both rear wheel arches were under sealed including the valance 
closing plates.
Under the floor the under seal covered the whole of it but feathered 
out at the point between the outer flute in the floor panel and the outer 
sill. However, the under seal extended up the front bulk end of the car’s 
floor to a point just above where the steering rack is mounted. The 
underside of both front wheel arches including door hinge panels, scuttle 
ends, inner wings, wings and front panel were also covered in under seal.

Body coloured paint was applied along the complete length of the outer 
sill to the point where the outer sill meets the floor, with feathering out 
along the length of the car. Both rear arches (including closing plates) 
were painted body colour with overspray hitting the battery box on the 
lower edges. The rear valance was painted with some overspray hitting 
the very rear part of the floor. The inside of both front wheel arches 
were painted including the hinge panel area, inner wings and the rear of 
the front panel. Some overspray crept up to the direct underside of the 
front wings, but these were usually left with the black under seal visible. 
Body coloured paint extended down from the inside of the engine bay 
to the point of the steering rack area. 

Foster Charlton

Rare black and white early Cooper Export

Innocenti factory Red Oxide dipping 

Ex Jamie Poole car now owned by Nick Spratley
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When restoring a car most people paint the entire underside of the 
car in body coloured paint because it looks nice. But in reality when 
the car was built at the factory, the only areas that were covered in 
body paint were the areas you could see.

The original process won’t win you any trophies in concours events 
because it looks like you haven’t bothered to paint parts of the car 
nobody will see, but if it’s originality you are after, then follow the 
method I have described above.

  
That’s all for this month 

Foster Charlton

Innocenti factory assembly showing car underside

Mini Super Register

This month I should start with a 
correction. In last month’s report a 
photo of a very early Austin showing 
a black-painted interior door lock was 
incorrectly captioned. To make it clear, 
the interior door locks were initially 
painted body colour on Cowley built 
Austin and Morris Supers and black on 
Longbridge ones; they were all painted 
black from early ‘62.

Two more Supers for the register this 
month. Simon Wheatcroft kindly sent 
me their details. The first, which sadly 
no longer exists, is of a very early Morris 

in Tartan red and black. It was registered early November 1961 but 
built in September 1961. The registration number is now displayed 
on a Porsche and the Mini sadly disappeared many years ago. The 
second car is one that Simon spotted recently on a website in the US 
called British Cars. It was posted in December 2011. Little is known 
of this car and the owner did not know it was a Super. It is a Fiesta 
yellow Morris with an Old English white roof and, as with so many of 
the Supers in the US, it looked remarkably original and sound. The 
posting was a query regarding the name of its colour so the car can be 
painted correctly. So there is a good chance it was restored properly. 

Although I started my register in 1999 it is now exactly four years 
since I was appointed Super Registrar within the MCR having 
been invited in 2011 to form the register. There were a few 

Garry Dickens

raised eyebrows to begin with but the Super is really very closely 
associated with a Cooper, being basically a Cooper with 848cc 
mechanicals, or should I say a Cooper is actually a Super with disc 
brakes and larger engine!

Every twelve months I take a count of all the Supers I have 
on record. This includes cars which no longer exist, as well as 
those which do. This time last year I had details of one hundred 
and fourteen cars in all, many of which had been scrapped or 
‘Coopered’ over the years. I now have information on one hundred 
and twenty eight – sixty two Austin, sixty six Morris - an increase 
during the past year of fourteen. This year there have been some 
particularly interesting cars added, including a ‘Mini Sprint-style’ 
Super with an fascinating story attached. 

Current numbers I have recorded of surviving cars are as follows, 
with last year’s totals in brackets:
38 Austin (36), 31 Morris (29). A total of 69 cars, which represents 
an increase of only 4. However, there was actually an increase of 
seven but sadly, 2 cars, 1 Austin and 1 Morris have been scrapped 
also, one ‘hybrid’ with a Super log book is no longer on the DVLA 
website. In addition, there have been a couple of log books floating 
around for sale! 

Of those 69 cars, only 37 worldwide are in running order but a 
healthy increase of 7 on last year’s 30:  22 Austin (19), 15 Morris (11). 
In the UK, in running condition are 15 Austin (14), 12 Morris (10). Of 
those, two Morris and one Austin are Mk4 re-shells. Also one car is 
totally made up but with a Super log book. So, it could be considered 
that there are really only 23 genuine Supers currently recorded 
in running order. Although one of the cars is not on the road, it is 
however in original and very good condition having been in long-time 
storage for many years. 

It is interesting to note that around half of the increase in the number 
of cars added to my register this past twelve months are from 
overseas; the two deleted cars are both from the UK. As previously 
mentioned, we now have recorded worldwide 37 cars running and 
32 not. I am aware that many of the project cars are well into their 
restoration and in most cases, if not all, the work is being executed to 
a very high standard. This year the few cars to have been completed 
are superb. I look forward to more Supers coming to the road over 
the next couple of years - cars for me to feature!

The surviving cars’ colours, again with last year’s totals in brackets: 
Fiesta yellow/white Austin 6 (2), Morris 3 (3); Tartan red/black Austin 
6 (6) Morris 3 (2); Old English white/black Austin 8 (9), Morris 5 (4); 
Surf blue/white Austin 3 (3), Morris 7 (7); Smoke grey/white Austin 
4 (5), Morris 7 (7); Almond green/white Austin 10 (10), Morris 5 (4). 
One pink Austin, original colour unknown.

This past year has seen a proportionally large increase in Fiesta 
yellow Austins but still just one worldwide in running order. Fiesta 
yellow together with Tartan red remain the rarest; popularity of 
colours still remains in almost exactly the same order as when they 
were produced. 

Of the twenty seven cars in running order in the UK, the most 
popular is Almond green/white, Austin 7 (one painted pink), 1 
Morris. Second is Surf blue/white (last year’s number one), Austin 
3, Morris 4 of which one Morris is a Mk3 re-shell. Next is Tartan 
red/black, 2 Austin, 3 Morris. In fourth place is Old English white; 
technically there are four Old English white/black cars on the road, 
2 Morris, 2 Austin but two are Mk3 re-shells, so only two genuine 
cars really. Second rarest colour is now Smoke grey/white, Austin 1, 
Morris 2. And finally, there are still no Fiesta yellow/white cars yet 
on the road in the UK. 

Finally, my usual request: if you own, have owned, or know of a 
Super, have any stories involving one, then please let me know, even 
if the car no longer exists, and a big thanks to all who have helped 
during the past twelve months to provide details of such cars.

Garry Dickens
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1275GT Register

If you are looking for a good car 
show for a day out in 2016, I can 
highly recommend The Cranleigh 
Lions show. This year’s event took 
place on Sunday August 16th and the 
conditions were dry and warm, unlike 
the days leading up to the event!

I was in attendance along with my 
long term GT owning friend Alan 
Pavier in his Tahiti blue GT, and had 
hoped to encounter more GTs that 
would provide some good column 
inches for CooperWorld.

Our mid-morning arrival found the 
show ground already 90% full of cars and knowing that the entries 
had been closed off the previous week at 2,000 cars it certainly 
looked like a well subscribed event. 

Our first GT sighting came on the entry road into the field with a 
nice subtlety modified yellow GT that was parked on the side of 
the track. Later conversations with the owner revealed a failed 
alternator had side-lined him, but this was easily resolved thus 
making a virtue of the simplicity of repairing a classic.

More detailed inspection later confirmed a really well presented 
car, featuring some very professionally implemented arches and a 
sunroof together with some serious lighting enhancements. The 
proud owner promised more on this car for future inclusion in 
CooperWorld.

Mark Draper’s freshly restored Damask red GT was the next to 
be spotted. Mark’s car is a great example of the middle period 
of GT production, on 12” wheels but retaining the earlier style 
interior. The 12” alloy wheels were apparently a dealer fit 
from new and look quite appropriate for the period. Mark has 
also promised more details of his car for future inclusion in a 
CooperWorld article.

Last, but not least on our list of GTs, was this GM powered beast 
looking very mean and purposeful in ‘stealth grey’. It  seems a 
shame to have to put the bonnet back on to drive it and not be 
able to admire that potent lump up front.

All in a good day, with so much interesting metal to admire and 
drool over along with a non-stop commentary from TV star 
‘Wheeler Dealer’, Mike Brewer, and boy can that man talk!

Perhaps I can rustle up enough cars next year for a dedicated GT 
register stand. Watch out for more on this next year.

Alan Clark

Alan Clark

Serious lighting additions on this classy modded GT

Mark Drapers fresh restoration with period alloys

Great lines from any angle

GM engined beast in grey
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Cooper S and Diesel, with a 69 mpg predicted. An 8 speed 
steptronic gearbox is available on the ‘S’ and diesel models. Prices 
start at £19,995 for the Clubman and £22,755 for the ‘S’. To quote 
BMW “The new MINI Clubman includes MINI’s highly acclaimed 
navigation system as standard on all models, exemplifying the high 
levels of standard equipment across the range. Furthermore, every 
MINI Clubman also benefits from the MINI Excitement package 
as standard, which features a projection of the brand logo on to 
the ground beneath the driver’s side door mirror when the car is 
opened, (sourced from eBay! ha ha) and closed, as well as extended 
interior lighting.”  I must say the Pre Burgundy metallic with a silver 
roof looks fabulous.

Ex registrar Martyn Collins, now editor of Modern MINI has written 
a few very good articles in the latest issue about buying the R56 
Mini. He also gives more insight into the F56 JCW and its steptronic 
gearbox.  I have to agree with him about the steptronic gearbox 
though, having a conventional gear change gets you more involved in 
driving a high performance car.  I do intend having a long test drive in 
one now I have found out that the Coopers at Tonbridge manger has 
a manual gearbox version!

Hot off the press, MIMNIO and MINI All 4 racing wins at the 
Hungarian Baja race and retains the lead of the 2015 FIA Cross 
Country Rally World cup.

Anyway that is all for this month, happy days in your Modern MINI.

David Young

David Young

New MINI Cooper Register

Not much to report this month 
although I understand that BMW have 
realigned the MINI brand name. What 
exactly does that mean?

With the launch of yet another 
version of the MINI and one that 
was expected, the MINI Clubman, 
BMW issued this statement: “Since 
its creation in 1959, the MINI 
brand has always stood for ideas, 
inspiration and passion. That will 
not change. The new MINI Clubman 
is the symbol of our refined brand 
philosophy: We will concentrate 
in future on five core models with 

strong characters. We will open ourselves up to new ideas and 
new business areas. We will develop the brand’s visual identity. We 
are expanding our offering into the premium compact class, which 
will attract new customers and avid MINI fans. I firmly believe that 
this comprehensive realignment will enable us to continue the 
MINI brand’s unique success story.”

Basically, that means more bells and whistles and more price rises.
I still think the brand also needs to have a low cost offering that 
makes the base model affordable to youngsters and first time car 
owners. That to me is what the standard classic Mini always was.  
Dream on I guess,  with labour rates at £110 per hour + VAT I am 
not sure I will ever use a main dealer apart from warranty items and 
the service pack offered.

The new MINI Clubman looks a bit big with 6 doors, retaining the 
split rear doors it is longer and wider than the 5 door hatch. Engines 
are the all new Twin Turbo type with 3 sizes on offer, Clubman, 
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

  Derbyshire &           
  Nottinghamshire

7.00 pm 2nd Monday of 
the Month

Bluebell Inn (A 515) DE6 1NH Position vacant
apply to Patricia Webb      

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

Mick Willson 01702 530731
h623x304@sky.com

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts
01248 811109

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Ian Chilcot 01438 716823 or 07790 678683
ichilcot@hotmail.com
Frank Willis 07743 577344
frankmwillis@gmail.com

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

The Park Gate Inn, Ashford Road, Hollingbourne, Maidstone 
ME17 1PG

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk   01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke
01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr
01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, 
near Chester-le-Street, just off Junction 63 on the A1M. 
DH4 6DY   

Niall Cook 07770 796049
0191 4133606
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Colin Woodage 01235 772525
cwoodage@hotmail.co.uk

Scotland Sunday 29th March  
At noon

The Conservatory @ Norton House Hotel.             
Edinburgh eh28 8lx

Ben & Patricia Webb  07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Somerset Region  Please call for details of next meeting Pete Hiscocks 07742 770333 
minis@dsl.pipex.com

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region First Thursday  At 7.30 Greyhound Inn, Pettistree, Nr Wickham Market IP13 0HP
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk  

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 01273 454440 or 07663 00122
peter_hodges@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Phoenix, Hartley Wintney RG27 8RT Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Houndshill, Banbury Road, Ettington, Ettington, CV37 7NS
http://www.thehoundshill.co.uk/

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 
01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

Wiltshire & Dorset 2nd Wed each month 
email for details 

The New Queen Pub  Ringwood Road, Avon, Christchurch, 
Dorset BH23 7BG

Brenda Harris 
mcrwilts@gmail.com

Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road,  LS15 4NJ,    
A64, Just off the A1

James Harrison 07973 952 552
yorkshire1973@hotmail.com

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or   p.doucerain@orange.fr  

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

Regional Co-ordinator - Patricia Webb - 45 St Leonards Hill, Queensferry Road, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland KY11 3AH - 07834 081697- regions@minicooper.org
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Kent Region

Hi from Kent! 

We have announced the new date for the Champagne Run which is the 2nd to 3rd July 2016, and all previous bookings remain valid. We hope 
everyone can make it but please make contact and confirm. We may be able to re-sell any space where the date does not suit although we hope all 
the original teams can take part.

We will book a Christmas dinner for the 9th December this year so please email to enable us to book numbers. 

We had a great August meeting with many of you bringing old 
photographs of your cars (and yourselves). Here are some photo 
memories from earlier Ham Sandwich Run’s:

Report on this year’s event elsewhere in this edition of CooperWorld

Monthly Meetings & Dates 2015
We meet the 2nd Wednesday of each month at 7.30pm. Next meeting is 14th October, November 11th and 9th December (Xmas meal). Please 
contact us for details of New venue.

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk   
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Rally plate from the very first Ham-Sandwich Run 
(note hyphen now dropped)

The finish point of the original run of 6 cars- St Roger 

Manwood’s school fete in Sandwich in 1994

Lunch in 1997 at the quay in Sandwich, numbers had already swollen to 15 cars in the 1st 4 years. Council rules no longer allow parking in that area without masses of red tape, porta loo’s and fencing

Start point at the Broadstairs MOT centre in 1997. Dave Tippett in 

the picture (left), the original organiser of the event and a great friend 

of many register members, now living in Cyprus (with his RSP Max)
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Mid Staffs Region

Just some brief notes this month as at the time of writing my attention has 
been diverted by our village fete and sorting out the Autumn Tour.

The August meeting featured our annual BBQ and this year the weather 
was dry and warm if a little overcast. Over 50 people ordered the BBQ 
food laid on by landlord Nick and his staff. The £7.50 per head price 
included a burger, sausages, steak, salmon with baked potatoes or chips 
and salad. This was followed by a selection of desserts and so everyone 
was well fed. A nice selection of cars turned out for the meeting, some 
we hadn’t seen before. A very nice and newly restored Mini Pick-up 
made the trip up from Sutton Coldfield, about 30 miles away, and joined 
Nick Hunter’s well know Mk2 ‘S’ and Ian Potter’s lovely grey Minivan. 
However, the real show stopper was a 1935 Riley Kestrel which had 
been recently acquired by regular attendees Mike and Julie Johnson. A 
selection of photos are attached which will give a flavour of the evening 
– but sadly not the taste!

The October meeting on the 5th will be a traditional natter (hint – 
it’s also my birthday!) but the big event in October is the Autumn 
Tour on the 10th. This is a 150 mile tour which includes breakfast, 
coffee, lunch and tea within the entry fee. This year the route will go 
south west from Stone to a morning coffee stop at Halfpenny Green 
Vineyards. Then we will head further south having crossed the River 
Severn at Bridgenorth before turning west to climb over Clee Hill and 
looping south of Ludlow to a lunch stop at Leintwardine. After lunch 
the route will go almost due north to cross the Long Mynd where, 
hopefully, the weather this year will allow the views to emerge. Then 
leaving Church Stretton the route heads for the Ironbridge Gorge and 
an afternoon tea stop in Ironbridge. The run back to the finish has a 
bit of a sting in the tail by going across country to use a few hundred 
yards of road cut through rock. It is truly impressive though! The start, 
where we will have a breakfast bap, and finish, are at the George and 
Dragon just to the north of Stone.

If anyone reading these notes is tempted to enter, especially on the day 
CooperWorld drops through your letterbox then do ring me to see if an 
entry is available, and if so, I’ll send you the details.

That’s all for this month other than to say all Minis and MINIs are welcome 
to join us on the 1st Monday of each Month at the George and Dragon, 
Meaford Road, Stone. ST15 0PX.

Pete Cresswell
01785 760211
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com    

Suffolk Region

The Helmingham Classics 
and Sports Cars Show 
is the premier event 
of its kind in Suffolk 
with approx 700 cars 
on display. This year 
we had our brand new 
MCR Gazebo on display 
along with our MCR 
feather Flag - equipment 
all marques of car clubs 
seem to have now at 
shows.  We had our club 
stand as usual, with 11 
Minis on display, down on 
our usual number, but supported by Graham Robinson and Philip Splett from 
Essex and Colin and Ellen Sutton with their 1275 GT.

Since then on Sunday 16th August some members supported the Stonham Barns Classic Car Show while others attended the Stratford St Andrew Classics 
Show - a smaller event but one with the village hall atmosphere. Sunday 30th saw some of us at the seaside village of Thorpness nr Aldeburgh, for their first 
attempt at holding a classic car show, and despite typical bank holiday weather, for a first attempt, was well attended by cars and motorcycles.

REGIONAL REPORTS
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August Club Evening Run

New Gazebo at Helmingham
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For the last big event of the year, Classics by the Lake at Bury St Edmunds on 6th Sept, we have 8 Coopers entered, including Richard Ashley’s Almond 
green and white Ex Rally car which is always a big crowd puller at shows. This will, again, be an opportunity to promote MCR with the new Gazebo. New 
members will be able to find us back at the Greyhound Inn Pettistree for our winter monthly meetings, see elsewhere in the magazine for details.
 
Ian MacPherson   

Wilts and Dorset Region

Breamore Classic Car Show August 16th 2015

At one of our monthly get togethers it was suggested that the Breamore Classic Car Show 
would be a good local venue for expanding our activities and raising our profile. Nick 
Stansmore kindly volunteered to make enquiries of the organisers and they said that they 
would welcome a display from the Mini Cooper Register local region.

Nick therefore booked space for a display area of 7 cars and a gazebo, and 7 volunteers 
were quickly found to fill the spaces, probably spurred on by the thought of the ceremony of 
unfurling the new regional banner.

Sunday August 16th dawned sunny and bright and all of us were on site by 8.30am, so we set about 
putting up the gazebo and the flag. The organisers had marked out display areas very accurately and efficiently and we were allowed all 7 cars in a line 
fronting the access way, with space for the Gazebo included in the line. So, we could set up without having to squeeze cars in or even double park!

The Breamore Classic Show is certainly a very well organised event in the grounds of Breamore House with a huge variety of the shiniest classics I have 
seen, ranging from Cadillacs to Caterhams, Ferraris to Fords, and Minis to Messerschmidts. However, the Wilts and Dorset region members displaying 
cars were Richard Sign, Adrian Mitchell, Nick Stansmore x 2, Malcolm Francis, Martin Charles and Glen Seabright (who brought Steve Harris).

As usual, the visiting public loved to come and chat to us about their memories of family owned Minis in general, and some seeking technical advice 
on a variety of subjects, such as registration dates for Mk III Cooper Ss and negative camber kits. 

Most of us found a bargain or two in the autojumble section and we all had our favourites amongst the vast display of desirable vehicles.
Our thanks to Nick and Judy Stansmore for the use of the gazebo and the provision of bacon rolls, endless cups of tea and coffee but, not least, 
for organising our attendance at the show. Then many thanks to everyone for their support, I am really impressed by everyone’s enthusiasm to do 
things together as a region.

On which note I can announce that we are planning a skittles evening at the 
Redlynch Sports and Social club (SP5 2LN) on Thursday 15th October, when 
we hope to be joined by our friends from over the border in the Hampshire 
region. 7.30pm for an 8 O’clock start with a charge of £7.50 per head to 
cover costs and something appetising to sustain us during the evening. All 
are welcome and the more the merrier.

Look forward to seeing you then

Malcolm Francis

Region contacts:
Brenda Harris mcrwilts@gmail.com
Nick Stansmore (Dorset) nickstansmore@live.co.uk
Malcolm Francis (Wilts) malcsmf@btinternet.com   

REGIONAL REPORTS
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A step too far!

The end of a pleasant day for all

Where is everyone?Feeding time for Wilts and Dorset display
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Scottish Region

July was actually a reasonably quiet month for us in the Scottish 
region as far as the number of shows attended is concerned, but one 
of them is a major event up here.  

First up was the ‘Wheels of Yesterday’.  This is a lovely little 
event organised by SAVE (Scottish Association of Vehicle 
Enthusiasts) who put on a run and a gathering (at the end), all 
to raise funds for the club.  It has a wide variety of vehicles 
attending, ranging from motorbikes, military vehicles, cars and 
commercial lorries.  Not exactly a Mini event but there are always 
some joining in the fun.  Patricia took her Downton speced 850 
along for the day and was fortunate enough to come away with 
best car in the 1960-1970 class!   

The region also attended one of Scotland’s largest shows during July 
which was the Scottish Transport Extravaganza.  For the first time 
for a number of years, both days saw glorious sunshine (normally 
it rains on at least one of the days) and the stand had over 20 cars 
present.  For the 3rd year in a row, the MCR also produced the 
winning Mini of the show, going this time to Patricia with her Island 
blue 1967 Austin Cooper S.  

As ever, the show is extremely well attended, and is growing 
in numbers every year, both on the MCR stand and across the 
show.  I would urge people to come along to this event next 
year, as its one not to be missed!  Details will be published on 
the forum and in CooperWorld for 2016 dates as soon as they 
are published.   

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Heatlies on the move

Rally cars on show

Ian king’s 500

Pastels on display

Cathleen Bastian’s Traveller
Best Mini in Show
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Also in the news…Croft Nostalgia took place in early 
August with several cars from Scotland driving down for a 
few days. It was a fantastic weekend with plenty of racing 
on offer and with some dramas with various Minis! Great 
weather and a chance to see a Vulcan in flight - what more 
could you want!

Patricia and Ben Webb    

REGIONAL REPORTS
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Peter Bastian’s Bamoral plus trailer

Steven Allen’s Tweed Grey Cooper

Andy Grant’s Cooper S
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FOR SALE AND WANTED
Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number.  The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious 
before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL   
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade.  Please quote your 
membership number when writing.  Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose a 
cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so will 
result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques should 
be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.    
All traders are required to state  this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word  Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Cars for sale

Original and signed copy of John Cooper’s 1977 book entitled 
‘John Cooper - Grand Prix Carpet Bagger’. The book covers the 
Cooper team’s formula 1 racing history and was given to one of 
my neighbours (when I lived in Ferring at the time) when she 
bought a car from John Cooper garages. Very good condition with 
just two small tears to the dust cover. 
1 original D1 wheel centre cap together with 6 repro centre logo 
stickers in good condition.
Nice unused repro (DEWS) Downton window sticker old but not 
used.
Mk2 Cooper S bonnet badge with bezel/surround old but 
unmarked/unused. Nice old poster from Oz detailing the winners 
of the Great race up and down Panorama Mountain (the 500).  
Anniversary poster 1960-1999 original. Sensible offers please 
for all the items to Mr Tritton 01263 578108 (Norfolk) or  email 
juliden2@btinternet.com 
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MINI MAGAZINE 
The number one magazine
for Mini owners worldwide.

WWW.MINIMAG.CO.UK

MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE 
The number one magazine

MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE MINI MAGAZINE 
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ORIGINAL AND GREATEST MAGAZINE FOR THE MINI

www.miniworld.co.uk 
Subscription hotline: Tel: 01959 541444 

MiniWorld is proud to support
the Mini Cooper Register.
Find stunning feature cars
and informative historical

articles in every issue.



Opening hours in the UK: Mon-Fri 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-5pm. †Based on an average customer, saving 41% when compared to buying three separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 57 year old male with full 10 years plus NCB, driving a 1965 MG B, 1973 MG 
B and 1972 MG Midget. Previous multi-classic car savings from 7.2.2014 until 11.5.2015 were 28%. Up to 41% savings available from 11.5.2015. 1Terms and conditions apply - cherished.carolenash.com/terms-and-conditions.aspx 2Terms and conditions apply - call for 
details Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

0800 083 6302
cherished.carolenash.com
Classic  |  Camper Van  |  Specialist  |  Military  |  Performance

Classic Car 
insurance for Minis
with extra sparkle
TO ENTER OUR FREE PRIZE DRAW 1, QUOTE REF: AUTOGLYM

/insideclassics.com @insideclassics

 u Free Agreed Value1

 u Salvage Retention2

 u  UK & EU breakdown worth over £100  
- includes Homestart 

 u  Up to £100,000 Legal Expenses cover  
in the event of an accident that’s  
not your fault

 u  Club member discounts2

 u  You could also save 41% with a  
Multi-Classic Car policy†

YOUR CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE 
POLICY INCLUDES:

“ Fancy getting your hands on this little lot?  
Give Carole Nash a call, I’ve had all my classic 
cars insured with them for years, they’re great. ”
FUZZ TOWNSHEND
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SAVE  
UP TO 25%2 

CLUB MEMBER DISCOUNT


